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1 INTRODUCTION 
PART 1. INTRODUC'fION 
1.1 Coastal Aggregate Extraction 
1.1.1 Preamble 
Ne\'l Zealand has more than la, 000 kilometres of coast-
line. A large proportion of this coastline is made up 
of sand and gravel beaches. Wave and wind action 
transport the sand and gravel along the coastline. 
This forms a dynamic interlocking system of the rivers 
that supply the sand and gravel and the beaches along 
which it is moved. 
On this system human settlement has developed. In New 
Zealand most large urban populations are based in cities 
that have expanded around harbours and ports. 
Certain raw materials, including aggregate (sand and 
gravel) for roads and concrete manufacture, are required 
to service these cities. In overseas countries the 
majority of this aggregate is supplied from shallow pits 
that are located near the source of demand. A large 
amount of research and practical application has gone 
into the restoration and rehabilitation of these pits 
when extraction ceases. New Zealand is however 
different in its extraction and restoration techniques. 
1'110 aggregate extractioll operation at Fitzroy 
Hoy, Wallington. 
Whpn I first visitad Fitzroy Bay in the mid 
1960's as a small child on a family camping 
holiday the coastline had a wild, immense and 
of ton frightening personality. 
I visited Fitzroy Bay 20 years later and found 
an aggregate extraction operation which controlled 
and tamed the coastline. 
I wanted to know why this change had taken place 
and hope that this study will put forward some 
answers .. 
1 
2 
The coastlines surrounding New Zealand cities have been 
mined as though they contain an endless supply of aggre-
gate. As the cities have increased in size so have the 
requirements for aggregate. As most cities are coastal 
based ever increasing demands have been placed on the 
coastal aggregate resource. This has lead to landscape 
destruction and coastal erosion. 
1.1.2 Objectives 
The objectives of this study are to: 
1. Outline the geomorphology, coastal environment, 
and cultural development of the New Zealand coastline. 
2. Describe what aggregates are and how they are used. 
The relationship that aggregates have to city develop-
ment and the landscape conflicts associated with their 
close connection. The planning used in overseas 
examples for the location and restoration of extraction 
sites. 
3. Describe the development of the New Zealand aggre-
gate industry and its relationship to coastal 
aggregate extraction. 
4. Explain the different methods of coastal aggregate 
extraction, the landscape impacts, land use conflicts 
and restoration techniques used. 
5. Review the planning legislation that covers aggre-
gate extraction and coastlines in New Zealand and 
discuss possible changes. 
6. Describe the coastal aggregate extraction opera-
tion at Fitzroy Bay, Wellington. 
7. Produce Design guidelines for aggregate extraction 
on the coastline. 
3 
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PART 2. THE COASTLINE 
2.1 Coastal Geomorphology 
2.1.1 What is the coastline? 
The coastline is the interface between the sea and the 
land. It can be defined as "those areas adjoining 
land and sea water which are related physically, visu-
ally and through human activity" (Mvm 1979). 
Morton et al (1973) divided the coastline into three 
topographical zones. 
1. The narrow "tidal" strip or foreshore where the 
sea edge moves twice a day. 
2 • The "backshore" strip of land where distinctive 
vegetation grows, soils form and river water flow. 
This strip of land is within the reach of salt 
spray, wind shear and saline estuarine and ground 
water. This may reac~ up to lkm inland (Healy, 
1980) . 
3. The "coastal hinterland" which may carry back as 
far as the eye can run to the first considerable 
skyline. 
2.1.2 ~mat forms the Coastline? 
A variety of geological processes work to form the 
coastal landform where the sea meets the land. New 
Zealand has a great diversity of coastal land forms. 
Only two types of coastal landform, those of actively 
glaciating and coral shores do not occur in New 
5 
hinkrlqnd 
Three topugrQlJ.licnl zones of the coastline 
6 
Zealand (Kirk, 1978). The patterns and shapes of 
coastal landforms are generated by \vinds blowing over 
the sea surface and currents associated with the rise 
and fall of tides. Cliffs and rocky shores are shaped 
largely by erosional processes while beaches, spits 
and marshlands are formed by depositional processes. 
2.1.3 Coastal Compartments 
Sand and gravel beaches from systems that are inter-
locked by the persistent transport of sand and gravel 
sediment in the sea along the coastline. This is 
commonly called longshore drift. Longshore drift is 
caused by wave crests approaching the shore at an angle 
which moves the sediment along the coastline (Gibb, 
1978). 
Coastal compartments are formed by the systems of 
longshore drift that transport the sand and gravel 
sediment through wind and wave action along many kilo-
metres of New Zealand's shoreline (Kirk, 1978). 
The persistent southerly swell generated in the 
southern storm belt creates the regional pattern of 
net drift around all but the protected parts of the 
New Zealand coastline (Gibb, 1983). To study the 
dynamics of such systems one can not just look at the 
local features but must study the entire coastal 
compartment. 
~ ,. Nd Ior.gshor"e driH 
-:'-;,.~ -'!> ~ Oceanic c.ur(er.t.5 
SI(('lch llloilp of lilt' direction of 1\('1 iongshor"p 
d r j r I it r {J till d L Ii e co tI S ( I i IH! (} J Nt· \oJ Z t! 11 I H II II . 
Source: Gibb (19S3) 
2.1. 4 Sediment Budget (Kirk, 1978). 
The transport of sediment by wind and wave action 
along and across the coastline focusses attentiQn on 
the dynamic nature of the system. The amount of 
sediment or sediment budget is not stable as it moves 
along the coastline within its coastal compartment. 
The sediment budget comes from a variety of sources, 
some from breaking down of coastal rock outcrops 
others washed in by the sea and others brought down 
by rivers. The individual grains of sand and gravel 
sediment have only a finite existence or life span 
within the system. 
2.1.5 Aggradation and Erosion (Kirk, 1978) 
When more sediment is being transported and stored 
along the coastline than is being removed the coastline 
will advance or aggrade. Alternatively if more sedi-
ment is removed than is being transported along the 
coastline the shoreline will retreat and the beach 
will erode. 
The coastline is therefore merely an expression of the 
state of balance or imbalance among the various natural 
and man made influences which affect the supply and 
removal of the sediment budget. 
..... ,' 
"rile I)rocesses which result in the movement of 
sctliinCI1Lary mat:erial. \Jave crests usually 
appruach lhC' shrC' at SU/i!£.' angle other than 
pcrpindicular. 'I'his callses movement of sediment 
paI-,L1le l to Lhe coast tine called longshore drift 
SOli r' (. ('I: {; i b h ( I I..) B'~ ) 
Storm surges cause the most erosive waves. On 
eroding coastlines the storm surge just adds to 
the problem of the resident coast dweller. This 
storm surge cuts into a property situated on 
the eroding coastline of tbe Cold CODst, 
Wellington. 
Source:Uealy (1983) 
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Erosion does occur naturally and a third of New 
Zealand's lO,OOOkm of coastline may be eroding because 
of changes in sea level, climatic changes and the sedi-
ment quantities and types being delivered to the coast 
by the rivers and wave action. 
The most important waves on the coastline are normally 
caused through storm action, reaching the shore either 
directly as storm waves, or if they have passed out of 
the area of wave generation, as swell. During heavy 
storms, waves are deep and extremely erosive (Gibb, 
1983) . 
Apart from the eroding areas the remaining coastline 
is in a delicate state of stability neither eroding 
or advancing. It is in these areas that the siting 
of coastal developments and aggregate extraction can 
have a serious effect on the beach sediment budget and 
planning for these proposals needs to be rigorously 
exercised. 
Even Wal Footrot [armer, person of tile laIld arid 
national folk hero can be surprised by the sudden 
changes that the sea has on the land. 
2 T HE NEW ZEALAN D C Ol\ST LINE 
2. The Coastal Environment 
2.2.1 The Extreme Environment of sand and 
gravel coastlines 
The coastal environment is one of the most extreme and 
exacting habitats in New Zealand. This environment 
supports a small group of highly specialized plants 
and animals (Courtney, 1984). 
These species must resist desiccation by unchecked on-
shore winds, and withstand the burning effects of salt 
spray. On sandy beaches they must cope with large 
amounts of drifting sand and constantly struggle 
against burial and undermining. Plants and animals 
of sandy beaches must also tolerate the sands h~gh 
temperature, high reflectivity, low nutrient status and 
low capacity to hold water. The plants nearest the 
coast must also cope with periodic inundation by sea 
water during spring tides and storm surges. 
2.2.2 Coastal Zonation 
On the sand and gravel beaches of New Zealand dune 
systems exist with a landward sequence of zones which 
run parallel to the coastline. 
Sand and gravel are transported up the beach by wave 
action. When the sand dries the wind picks it up and 
carries it inland to form dunes. The sand dunes are 
TI\(~ Slilidy COilst! lilt' of Nt"" Zealand has evotved 
all array ur 1I11tlHUai planLs Lhal can cope \~ith the 
extrellle" cnvi.I'OIlIHl!l1t. Pingao "oue of these plants 
ho lds Ollto the sHnd creal illg a mound? any grains 
of saud !loL ill i l:s gl'asp are hlown Ll\vay. 
Photo: C.C. Kelly 
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stabilized by vegetation and as the dunes build up a 
succession of vegetation zones arises. 
The particle size of the sediment transported along 
the coastline defines the gradient of the foreshore 
zone. The profile of a sandy beach is low and 
gentle and is contrasted by the beach profile of a 
gravel or boulder beach which is steep and tiered. 
The strand line just above high tide mark is the second 
zone and is characterised by washed up flotsam of drift-
wood and seaweed. 
Behind this strandline active dune building occurs. A 
complex system of rear dunes can occur which may exceed 
100 metres in height and extend 4 - 5 kilometres inland. 
These large dune complexes exist in North Auckland and 
Stewart Island (Courtney, 1985). 
On these reardunes vegetation will stabilise and the 
sand may eventually form coastal forest like the South 
Westland podocarp forest, the Catlin forest'at the 
mouth of the TahakoPa River and the Waipoua State kauri 
forest. 
Many of New Zealand's sand dunes were formerly 
covered in native forest. Few native forested 
dunes remain today. The best remaining examples 
are the dunes of the Haast lowlands which are 
covered in Knhikntea, rimu and silver haec) •. 
Photo: Guy Salmon. 
2.2.3 Vegetation of the Coastline 
The foredune of the coastline is stabilised by the sand 
binding vegetation. The native sedge pingao 
(Desmoschenous spiralis) and spinifex (Spinifex hirsutus) 
were once the most common sand binders along the New 
Zealand coastline. But the introduction of the more 
aggressive and unpalatable European marram (Anunophila 
arenaria) for sand stabilization has transferred the 
vegetation and shape of New Zealand's dunelands. 
These sand binding plants trap airborne sand amongst 
their spreading shoots and grow progressively upwards 
through the sand and eventually build up a dune. 
The sand sedge Carex pumila also creates dunes but not 
as effectively as other sand binders and is found ln 
the moist sand of the strand zone or in deflation 
hollows. 
On the stabilised dunes smaller, scrambling cover 
plants and shrubs grow. The more fleshy scrambling 
cover plants grow on the foredune like the sand convol-
vulus (Calystegia solanella) and the yellow horned 
poppy (Glaucium flavum). Shrubs are restricted to the 
more stable rear dunes and are lm-1 growing I small 
leaved and wiry to cope with the extreme environment. 
The native sand coprosma (Coprosma acerosa) I pohuehue 
Profile or mnrram t spinifex nnd piIlgao fore dunes 
on the Manawatu coastline. The sand dune of marram 
is steeper and more angular than the lower smother 
spinifcx and pingao dunes. This variation in sand 
dune shapes should be used as a design tool along 
the coastline instead of the total concentration 
on marram for revegetation. 
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(Meuhlenbeckia complexa) and tauhinu (Cassihia 
leptophylla) must compete with the fast growing intro-
duced tree lupin (Lupinus arboreus) and boxthorn 
(Lycium ferocissimum) . 
These rear dune plants are not sand binders but act 
to conserve and stabilise established dunes. 
2.2.4 Animals of the coastline 
The most diverse group of animals found on coastal 
dunes are insects and spiders. Many specie~ live in 
the sand like the sand dune hopper and nocturnal sand 
scarab. \fuile others live in and beneath driftwood 
of the strand line, like the katipo, centipede and 
earwig. 
Moths and butterflies are common on the dunes and 
some species are restricted to the coastal environ-
ment. Spinifex, pingao, tauhinu and pohuehue are 
important food sources for the larvae of both moths 
and butterflies. 
Like the vegetation of the sand dunes birds and animals 
also occupy specialized zones along the coastline. 
On the margins of the beach the New Zealand pipit is 
found hunting for insects and sandhoppers. In the 
dune swamps scattered throughout New Zealand the rare 
Spinifex is a fine silvery plant that dots the 
cODstlinc of the Nortl. Island ond the northern 
port of the South Island. The female plant 
produces a crazy happy jumble of spiked flower 
heads that are hlown about by the lightest of 
winds. 
Photo: G.C. Kelly 
fern bird can be found. 
On Northland and Stewart Island in dune country, on 
spits and adjacent to river mouths the rare New Zealand 
dotteral is occasionally seen. 
Birds play an important part in defining the 
coastal character in there noise and flying 
behaviour. On most coastlines in New Zealand 
seagulls can be seen and often ia large numbers 
because of man's activities. As this boat comes 
in to Timaru harbour flocks of seagulls fish 
for scraps. 
Source: Matthews (1983) 
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3. Cultural Development on the Coastline 
2.3.1 Coastal colonization 
Exploration of New Zealand by both Maori and pakeha was 
by sea. Early settlement for both cultures was chiefly 
coastal. 
The Maori found abundant food along the tidal strip and 
shallow waters of New Zealand. Using the highly sacred 
institution of rahui tapu the Maori protected these 
coastal resources through the systematic imposition of 
prohibitions on the use of a resource. "Rahui tapu 
extended over the land and water areas that were conti-
guous to tribal land" (Williams, 1983). Areas where 
the tribe occupied, fished, gathered, cultivate and 
hunted were areas of tribal territory and seen as a 
co~~unal asset that cemented the people with the land 
and sea. 
In the early nineteenth century European culture arrivej 
on New Zealand's coastline. This early phase of explor-
ation was purely to exploit the rich resource of seals 
and whales found along New Zealand's coastlines. 
The later stage of colonization was tied heavily to 
navigable ports and harbours of the Bay of Islands, 
Hokianga, Auckland, Manakau, Kaipara, Whangarei, 
Wellington, Lyttelton, and Port Chalmers. 
"Early settlement avoided the high backbone and kept 
chiefly to coastal plains. The old trade routes were 
by sea, the beaches offering the only access to fertile 
pockets rimmed and overshadowed by the forest behind. 
The New Zealander consciously discovered his coasts 
only after he had long developed a sentiment for the 
bush. When forests had already been cut and pruned to 
provide grasslands, the shoreline came under a different 
form of exploitation. II (Morton etal, 1973). 
2.3.2 Coastal Conflicts 
a. Introduced Animals and exotic conversion 
When Europeans began to colonise New Zealand cattle and 
sheep were introduced and made to graze on the extensive 
coastal hinterland. Rabbits and hares were also intro-
duced. The trampling and browsing of seedling sand 
binders by these animals has created extensive erosion 
of the sand dunes. In tidal flats stock graze native 
vegetation and pug the mud making them uninhabitable 
for coastal animals. "Because it is such a widespread 
practice, grazing may be the single worst offender in 
destroying natural estuarine systems lt (Bellingham & 
Taylor, 1986). 
To reduce erosion on sand dunes extensive planting of 
European marram grass has taken place, especially on 
the Manawatu and eastern South Island sand dunes. Once 
Cnttl~ ~rn7.e in mangroves in Russell, This 
pl'actice shows total disregol'd COl' the frugile 
cstuarille system Cllut suppurts these mnngroves 
and the low value placed by most New Zealander's 
on mangrove 'swamps'. 
Source: Bellingham and Taylor (1986b) 
he planting of european mar ram has changed 
the shape. vcgetation nnd character of New 
Zcalullds Slll\dy coastline permanently. Only 
in recent years with the resurgence of Maori 
crn[~ and authority have the native spinifex 
nnd piugao covered sand dunes been looked on 
with favour. 
15 
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the dunes have been stabilised by marram they can be 
converted into exotic pasture or pine plantation. The 
New Zealand forest service and private forestry 
companies have stabilised many hectares of natural sand 
dunes ,for pine plantation. "Most of the Ninety Mile 
Beach dunes, dunes from Kaipara Harbour to Muriwai, 
North Canterbury dunes and some of the Manawatu sand 
country have been stabilised and converted to exotics 
in this way" (Courtney, 1984). 
Once established marram will spread vegetatively and 
by seed and' has become the most widespread coastal 
plant in New Zealand. Marram is at a competitive 
advantage over pingao and successfully invades and 
supplants much of the original spinifix vegetation. 
Marram changes not only the vegetation of the sand 
dunes but the shape of the landform. Sand dunes covered 
with pingao and spinifix are lower and rounder than 
dunes covered with marram which are sharp and angular. 
b. Residential and Recreational Development 
The majority of Net-v Zealanders live in urban areas 
located around the coast. The coastline has become 
the home, workplace and recreational resource of most 
New Zealanders. "Public access to unspoiled beaches 
and bays is taken for granted" (Healy, 1980). But each 
year more and more of this coastline is subdivided and 
j , 1 
Man's handiwork is often out of keeping with its 
natural setting. These baches at Matauri Bay at 
least have the virtues of being unpretentios and 
having a limited life. The trend now is towards 
larger and even less appropriate structures, 
built of durable materials which may unfortunately 
last u century_ 
Source: Morton et al (1973) 
built upon. From the ribbon development of fibrolite 
baches of the 1950s and 1960s to the present new coastal 
developments for the wealthy elite beaches have been 
bought and subdivided ... "in absence of any national 
planning guidelines on the best use and conservation 
of coastal land resources, new subdivisions were 
promoted by many counties in an effort to increase 
rating revenue" (Healy, 1980). 
Many problems have arisen because of the speed by 
development and the complete failure of developers 
and localised authorities to consider the dangers of: 
1. 
11. 
iii. 
long term persistant erosion. 
occasional severe storm events 
migration and erosion of stream mouths as they 
cross a beach. 
Such oversights have led to spectacular cases of erosion 
and resulting property loss. Omaha Beach with its 
subdivision and erosion problems is an obvious example. 
Recreation use of the sand dunes with an increased 
population causes dune erosion. Horseriding, dune 
buggies and trail bike riding do cause dramatic dune 
disturbance to this fragile environment. 
Ocean beach, Tairua. The headland, Paku was 
offered to the Crown for a few thousand pounds, 
but was rejected and fell instead to the Pacific 
Parhdise Subdivision. An ugly jumble of cottages 
poles and wires will soon cover the whole sandspit, 
roading and pegs now extend almost to the highest 
crag and even the cliffs have been quarried to 
build a causeway. There are few better examples 
of misuse of a recreational resource than Tairua. 
Source: Morton et al (1973) 
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with such concentrated urban development along the 
coastline sewage and waste water disposal becomes a 
problem. The traditional and economically cheapest 
technique is straight discharge of sewage into the 
sea. This reduces the value and use of the coastal 
landscape and poses a considerable health hazard. 
Sections of urban coastline throughout New Zealand can 
not be swum in or fished from because of sewage outfalls. 
It is a particular insult to the Maori people who find 
any discharge of human wastes into their fishing grounds 
a total contamination of that food source and this goes 
against the rights given to them under the Treaty of 
Waitangi. 
Equally devastating to the coastal landscape is the 
unlawful reclamation and use of the coastline as a 
rubbish tip. "New Zealand's largest harbour the 
Kaipara has over 400 ha of illegal reclamations over 
the past five years" (Bellingham & Taylor, 1986). 
Worse still is that when formal application have been 
made in the past they have invariably been approved 
under the Harbours Act, 1950. 
Rubbish tips have also been common around New Zealands 
coastline. Some existing tips include Paihia in the 
Bay of Islands dumping rubbish at the head of an 
estuary, Whangarei City landfill operation on the 
harbour's shoreline and Devonport Borough for year has 
j·:v i !ICIIL f rolll lIIi I es clr()Ufld <11111 t 0 lll(~ ll·'IV(~ 11 er 
into \-IeJIi.f1gtoll'::; air-port, the slick of Noa Poinl 
HC\.Jngp outfall. bei"olllH all att.rnctive alld rllggt~d 
COHsLiille. Oilly 20 minutes hy car [rom celltral 
\,e11 ingl.on this sewage ruins the coastline for 
diving, swinlming, [lsl1iog or stlcllfish gatherirlg. 
Numerous other cities in New Zealand hove not 
'cleaned up their sewage act I. 
Source: Bellingham and Taylor (1980b). 
Moa Point, Wellington is a traditional Maori 
fishing ground and contains valuable archeological 
si.tcs. This urea was ubandoned by the Maoris 
when the outfall was sited at Moo Point in 1898. 
"yollr ,dllt is dumped here still""MAORI ANCESTRAL 
LAND MANA IWI MAORI" plus other slogans show the 
insult of the sewage outfall on this ancestral 
constline is still deeply felt by Mooris today. 
progressively been reclaiming Ngataringa Bay with 
rubbish (Bellingham & Taylor, 1986). 
c. Aggregate Extraction 
wi th increased urban development the coastline is looked 
on as a resource where every possible useful material 
should be extracted. Extensive areas of New Zealand's 
coastline have been used or are still being used for 
the extraction of aggregate. 
Although these operations may be small they are able 
to alter and in some cases destroy coastal systems 
over a relatively short period of time. 
Kirk (1978) sees "the mining of sand and gravel for 
aggregate from both beaches and the adjacent shallow 
near shore zone is probably the most widespread and 
most damaging of man's effects on the beach sediment 
budget throughout New Zealand." 
Aggregate extraction on the coastline is a poorly 
regulated activity with limited assessment of the 
coastline before operations are approved. 
It is this coastal conflict that will be discussed 
in detail for the rest of the dissertation. 
Aggregate extraction near the Orongorongo River. 
Wellington. This Olle man operation is removing 
sand and destroying the rear of the raised frontal 
dune. This operation is not enhancing the 
'natural' and rugged coastline that is used for 
recreation by many Wellingtonians. 
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3 AGGREGATE EXTRACTION 
PART 3 AGGREGATE EXTRACTION 
3.1 Aggregate 
3.1.1 What are Aggregates? 
Aggregates are high volume granular materials used 
loose or bound together to provide bulk strength or 
protection (Blunden, 1975). Aggregates are the mixture 
of sand and gravel (essentially the same mineral 
differentiated only by size) or crushed rock that has 
a suitable chip size distribution and strength to be 
used for making the basic materials of concrete and 
providing the raw materials for roads. Aggregates 
must be hard, able to withstand shock or continuous 
pressure, resistant to weathering, and physically and 
chemically inert. In general aggregates are not 
reusable or renewable and cannot be replaced by manu-
factured sUbstitutes. 
3.1.2 The Aggregate Resource 
Aggregates like any mineral resource, are not evenly 
distributed throughout a region or nation. They can 
be expensive to locate and map. Aggregates are fixed 
by geomorphological events of the past and present. 
The cheapest aggregate to extract is sand and gravel 
which is ready granulated. Crushed rock aggregates 
involve heavier costs because of the further process-
ing. Aggregates mainly undergo the simplest types of 
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processing. Sand and gravel are washed and screened 
to remove impurities such as clay or shell and to 
grade the aggregate into different sizes. These 
processes produce little weight loss or added value. 
Aggregates tend to be worked as close as possible to 
the centres of demand as transportation accounts for 
the major cost of these low unit value minerals. 
3.2 Aggregate Extraction and the City 
3.2.1 The City Based Aggregate Industry 
Aggregate demand is primarily centered on cities. The 
larger the city the greater the demand for aggregate. 
The aggregate industry is a key producer of raw mater-
ials for city development. Cities use their enormous 
amounts of aggregate in concrete and asphalt construction. 
The most valuable aggregate deposits are those nearest 
to cities because of their high and major cost of 
transportation. The aggregate industry is region 
serving and contributes to the economic activity of 
the city. 
Traditionally aggregates have been extracted from 
scattered, small to medium, individual owner operated, 
open cast workings located around cities. This surface 
mining activity leads to major landscape disturbances 
over a wide area of land. A study in Waterloo in 
southern Ontario identified aggregate extraction as 
the second largest user of land after agriculture in 
land beyond the city (Bryant et al, 1982). 
In the United Kingdom, London's Green Belt has 2% of 
its area in worked or approved future aggregate extrac-
tion sites (Bryant et al, 1982). The importance of 
aggregate extraction sites on the city's countryside is 
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often underestimated because the sites tend to be 
scattered and localized ln areas with other significant 
land use pressures. 
In the United Kingdom over the last twenty years larger 
open pit mines with concentrated ownership have 
increased. Aggregate is now transported over longer 
This has been in response to an increase in 
demand, exhaustion of accessible deposits, tightening 
distances. 
of technical specifications and better means of trans-
portation (Blunden, 1975; Spooner, 1981.) 
3.2.2 Landscape conflicts 
Landscape conflicts arise because of the destructive 
nature of open cast mining associated with aggregate 
extraction. Aggregates are generally worked less 
than 20 metres below ground and therefore need a large 
area of land for present and future requirements. 
This surface mining nature of aggregate extraction 
leads to landscape disturbance during 
operation. The original landscape is 
the one that 
and after its 
destroyed and 
once existed. a new landscape 
Sites of present 
replaces 
and past workings often cover a signi-
ficant area of the city's countryside. The land used 
for extraction is often left derelict when extraction 
ceases. 
Tougher, 
quarry 
controls 
sought 
by Suzanne Cowan 
Excessive noise, dust and the general eyesore created by a 
nearby quarry operator has translormed a once quiet section 
of the Old West Coast Rd Into an "abysmal" Industrial area 
say local residents. ' 
TI1C rural re!>idcnliaJ area 
I~ bordered by Quurry zones 
_ .bw iJ. W&UJ 'luntil eJlrly JUnt!" 
.tlll> ye;lf '11.11 thal the locub 
n:ah~cu \\ohat it wa.s like 10 
have a quarry operation 
Mlmml 011 Ihdr b.u:lduor 
lIlcp. 
On ()uC'(,Il'S Uirthtluy 
wC'l'kcud llub~on CUlltral'~ 
hm. i.tJ bl."~;ln qU01rryill1' on 
a pIece or laud .:uJjacenl 10 
IJle Old We::.t COlllol Rd and 
Miners RJ intersection. 
The operation was slnrled 
dircclly illl>ldc the entraut:c, 
the do::.c::'l. po!>sible !oiling 10 
nCI~hhourln~ propertid. 
Waking to the cborus of 
!lui::.y machinery and Ihe 
dumplIIg o( rod!' was only 
one frustrating si~~,. ,ffec.t from the houses) the 
Jor [,be Dtaf.D)j'~~~_J'4'rSiden" were .old the-con _ 
A southerly wind meant tractors had every ri",ht to 
the ndghbouring properties do with the land as they 
were doused in dust anti pleased. 
noi~e levels reached their Unsatisfied they con. 
peak. . dueled their own investi, .. _ 
Thc Quarry's emranee way lions and revealed 'O.~ 
on Ille Old W~t CoaSI Rd disturbing fllctS. -. 
aho t.:rcutes A. traffic T~e sroup of residents, 
ha~ard, according to (15 In total) discovered the 
resI(Jcn~s. Already sc:veral sctback for quarryina from 
c~mplamu have. b~en 10dBed the Owner's property was a 
with the Mlnutry of mere 10 metrcs. They found 
Transport due 10 the illegal no restrictions on Iloise 
manoeuvers on and off the levels' and no mention of 
property. allowable hours for Opera-
On rcquestinB Hobson tions. Requirementl for 
Contractors to relocate the landscapina. plantinJ and 
operation to the easterD cor- moundin, appeared to lack 
ner of the propeny (away detail. 
Daunted by their apparent 
lack of rights they sought 
advice from a lawyer. He 
uncovered a section under 
the Paparua CounfY Coun-
cil's Town and County Plan-
nin, Act that dealt 
speCifically with the pro· 
blem. 
Section 77 states "Duty to 
keep objectionable elements 
elements in connection with 
certain U$es of land 10 a 
minimum. H Objectionable 
elements included Bny noise 
smell. smoke. vibration: 
dust or other Hno:ltiousness" 
or danltct or detraction from 
amenities, in felouiun, 1.0 •• 
. ·· .... To page 2·" 
The land used for mining is under competition from 
other present and future land uses. Aggregate extra-
ction becomes an exclusive use for the extraction 
site and the land adjoining the extraction site. 
This exclusive use will continue for the life of the 
operation and if restoration does not occur it will 
continue after the operation has ceased. 
Extraction can only occur where the natural raw 
material of 
are found. 
aggregate (sand, gravel 
The extraction site is 
and crushed rock) 
normally near the 
of the high cost main user of 
of transport. 
the 
for 
aggregate 
land from 
countryside. 
valued by the 
the aggregate because 
In the majority 
on the industry 
expanding 
This land 
of cases this places 
competing 
and the 
urban fringe 
development 
users of 
urban 
is 
the 
economically and 
urban and rural 
culturally 
landscape. 
The extraction of minerals places heavy social and 
economic costs on the surrounding community. The 
"benefits of extraction are reaped by the mine owners, 
and operators, and their shareholders, whilst the 
socio-economic and environmental costs of the operation 
are often broadly shared by the community at large. 
Local environmental and social issues might thus come 
way down the list of priorities in extraction." 
(Cloke and Park, 1985). 
Residents fight 
quarry operation 
From page 1 
,h\I\(" pC'l\tlll\ WIH\ h\l' "r 
\\\11" 11\ 1111)' huihhll~ "I un 
lUI)' lund He 1II ueite'l Pl"MIII\ 
or pmpt'II)'. 
AllUed willi chis inlUllllu, 
liull rcsidC'lIt1; WHllc to Ihe 
council lid. inK Ihnt it luke 
imnu:dio,tc action under Sec-
tion 17. They also requested 
it review planning for Ihe 
lOtal quarry zone which had 
become surrounded by 
houses where' people re-
quired reasonable: living 
slandnrds. 
The town planner. Robert 
Nixon replied that he'd 
spoken to Me Hobson and 
understood he was prepared 
to locate his machinery in 
the (ront of Jthe site. plant 
the frontage, take steps to 
. reduce anv dust nuisance 
and improve the entrance 
wny. 
Section 71 of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 
was the Council's most ef-
fective course of action 
however the quarry operator 
still had three months to 
comply and a right to appeal 
to the Plannning Tribunal. 
Regarding the district 
scheme's requirements for 
quarrying Mr Nixon fell it 
was feasible 10 rrouce the 
county's undcvcloJlcd 
qunrry zones and introduce 
further performance stan-
dards including access, 
noise. and hours of opera-
tion. 
To date the quarry 
operator has not relocated 
his operation. However he 
has moved iI underground 
reducing the noise levels as 
well as impro\'ing the 
entrance-way and carrying 
OUl some planting. 
Monitor 
The council hus deddcu 10 
monitor the operation Until 
mid-September then go back 
10 the residents (0 assess 
\,h..-tht'r (11 m\t IlIt'lI: 11:.\ 
ht'en nil iIllPIlW(,Ull'IlI, Ac· 
cllrdiujot 1\1 t-.lr N.\UIl tllt'n' h 
lUl in"!l\n( ~t1IUli(ln"~ ('\l'n if 
lh'lHlI1 i, IllkC'1I IIlHkl :-;(,,'\i(I\I 
71 ul the 'Ill\\'1\ lind CVllnl) 
I'I,ulI\in~ At'l the ('I'crlllo' \ 
hll~ Ihlcc IHllIlll\!> to cumply 
However tht' c(lundl hit! 
decided 1('1 pW"'-«tt with • 
~~~~l~~~ (!\;U~fl~ t~u~r-:;I::n~ , 
rural 4 (Ihe residents' zone) 
as rural and part~time farm-
ing. Private planninS con-
suitants would inlitate work 
on the change, 
The scheme change will 
only acreet quarry land west 
of the Blairs Quarry and not 
c,stablished operations._ 
"A scheme change on the 
west side of Miners Rd will ) 
not help the existing pro- .; 
blem:' says onc resident. ~ 
Dennis Thomson. 
"The only thing that wilt 
help us is the creation of a 
buffer zone between the 
houses and quarry zones and 
improved performance stan-
dards." 
By this he meant an in-
creased setback for the 
quarry operations and better 
screening. 
Although the operation 
had mo\'ed underground the 
heav), trUCKS trundling up 
nnd down the road still made 
a din. I 
The dust problem was I 
likely to worsen in the sum- ' 
mer particularly when the' 
mounds of gravel of about 8 
-10 metrcs high dried out. 
Further more, the 
residents believe the creation 
of more empty pits. of which 
Paparua County already has 
an abundance. could cause 
problems for future genera-
lions. 
Ollel1 used for dump;ng 
rubbish the pits pos~d poten· 
tial health problems, An eX-
ample of what could hltppen 
was demonsralC'd at the 
Owaka pil in Sock burn 
recrntly when the dumping 
of toxic chemicals con-
taminated two nearby wells. 
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It is not only the extraction site that causes problems 
to the community surrounding the extraction site but 
the large and numerous trucks used to transport the 
material. The trucks can generate considerableanplaints 
from the community for their noise during night and day, 
frequency, traffic hazards in residential areas and 
destruction of existing roads through extra traffic 
weight and frequency. These types of disturbance 
destroy the landscape values held by that community. 
The environmental quality for the surrounding community 
is further reduced at the extraction site. The visible 
impact of aggregate extraction covers the open pit work-
ing waste tips, past workings and roading. It is also 
important to realise that the architecture of the 
processing plant can dominate the site with monocoloured 
stark shapes. The extraction site location is therefore 
important as it influences the character and extent of 
visual intrusion. 
Some aggregate extraction has enhanced scenic attrac-
tiveness through increasing diversity of landscape 
such as ponds and lakes. On the whole however the 
effects on scenery are normally negative, particularly 
where extraction sites intrude into formally 'natural' 
habitats and 'unspoiled' scenery (Cloke & Park, 1985). 
':'\" .. ' . 
The ollandlng equipment at tha qUlrry .lIed oppo6lta the Old We.t Coa .. Rd Ind Mine,. Rd 
Inle"ecUon. Work h ... "rled •• elffy .1 6.30 on S.lurdlY morning'. . 
Through aggregate extraction the possible landuses 
of an area can be destroyed. Good quality agriculture 
land is generally at a premium especially on the urban 
fringe. In these areas the potential for urban expan-
sion to surround extraction sites is obvious. 
Open cast sites can be restored but there is little 
realistic prospect of every site being reclaimed to 
its former use. 
Even with aggregate extraction the processing will 
produce waste material. "Waste tips and spoil heaps 
generally reduce scenic attractiveness and they can add 
to the land take requirements of extraction operations" 
(Cloke & Park, 1985 pp.165). 
Extraction operation can induce pollution of both air 
and water within and outside the site. Fine dust is 
produced and dispersed by most operations and commun-
ities in the line of the predominant wind direction 
will suffer. Aggregate processing requires washing 
and screening of the sand and gravel to remove impurities. 
After this process the water will often contain fine 
particles of sediment which without proper processing 
will work their way into the streams, rivers, lakes 
and sea of the area. 
OWHIRO 
BAY 
QUARRIES 
LTD 
for all your sand. shingle and 
quarry materials 
No job too big ... or 
too small 
"* Builders Mix * Roading Materials 
* Landscape Materials 
* Quarry Rock * Decorative Materials * Sand and Gravel 
* We supply * We deliver 
OWHIRO BAY 
PARADE 
OWHIRO BAY 
WELLINGTON 
Telephone 838-042 
. ii~~"rr '11'dlm;l~h 
The advertising of the Owhiro Day hard rock quarry 
is not beautified and shows the hungry giant the 
aggregate illdustry cnn be. 
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3.3 Forward Planning 
3.3.1 Balancing Aggregates and the Landscape 
To reduce the feeling that the industry is a 'robber 
economy' and somehow 'a sneaky business' a number of 
overseas studies have looked at the relationships 
between centres of demand and availability of suit-
able localised sources (Bryant etal 1982). 
Some of these studies have concentrated on the need 
to consider urban development with aggregate exploit-
ation and other forms of landuse inside a properly 
managed regional framework which avoids unnecessary 
resource sterilisation and reduces long term environ-
mental damage (Blunden, 1975). 
Through a combination of multiple use and progressive 
rehabilitation it is often possible to restore 
workings to acceptable and valuable after use. 
The need therefore is for local and national govern-
ment intervention (through legislation and via 
planning systems) to ensure that such factors as 
social and environmental impacts are given attention 
in extraction based decisionmaking. "Overall the main 
need is to balance the national need for sources of 
minerals, energy etc., with a growing need to protect 
the environment ... at both national and local level" 
(Cloke & Park, 1985). 
3.3.2 Location and zoning of Aggregate Extraction 
with competition for land on the urban fringe being 
extreme; forward planning of aggregate extraction must 
take into account the need to make wise decisions that 
do not unnecessarily constrain either present or 
future land use of a site. Aggregate extraction can 
not be totally discounted as a land use because of its 
destructive nature. It may be operational for a 
limited life cycle or permitted only for a stated 
length of time making aggregate extraction a less 
destructive land use than other possibilities. 
Urban expansion with building development covers many 
potential aggregate extraction sites. Past extraction 
sites however can be built upon if properly land-
scaped and zoned. "Careful and sensitive landsc~ping 
of the working areas both during and after use is 
thus a key necessity in planning mine and excavation 
sites so as to minimise effect on scenery" (Cloke & 
Park, 1985). 
Planning Policy in the United Kingdom around London 
after the second world war allowed working of the more 
viable aggregate resources when the demand on land for 
rehousing and redevelopment due to the population 
increase was acute. So that underground aggregate 
resources could be worked buildings were restricted 
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to specific locations. Worked out extraction sites 
were restored to produce land suitable for residential 
and industrial development (Cloke & Park, 1985). 
In the United States and Canada the planning policy of 
'sequential land use' favours mining over other land 
uses. While mining is in progress this is the sole 
land use. When mining stops alternative and compat-
ible land uses are sought. This policy favours 
extraction before land subdivision and development and 
is meant to balance the profits of mineral extraction 
against the social and environmental costs. It is 
however hard to establish social and environmental 
costs and this would appear to give mineral extraction 
the greatest advantage (Cloke & Park, 1985). 
Landscapes are destroyed with open cast mining and a 
new landscape must replace the one that once existed. 
In many cases the environmental and social costs are 
too high and the only practical solution is total 
restriction of mineral extraction. 
3.3.3 Restoration and Rehabilitation 
After all the aggregate has been extracted or the 
operation has been stopped what happens to the site? 
So that the land is not worked and then left in a 
derelict condition aggregate extraction companies 
should be working to a planned restoration or rehab-
ilitation scheme. 
Restoration returns the land to as near as possible 
its original condition. Restoration requires a detailed 
study of the site including topsoil, subsoil, topo-
graphy, drainage, vegetation, visual quality, conservation 
and other site characteristics. "Restoration begins 
on the very first day a site is opened up, with the 
removal of the first cut of soil. If mistakes are made 
at this, or any later stage, then the success of restor-
ation is put in jeopardy" (McRae, 1983). 
Progressive rehabilitation returns the land to some 
alternative land use. Progressive rehabilitation is 
seen by MCLellan (1985) as the "returning land speedily 
and effectively to some alternative, societally 
acceptable and productive land use." 
In looking at restoration or rehabilitation it is 
important to look at the length of time any aggregate 
extraction operation is worked. 
1. Short Term workings under ten years require a 
scheme worked out in advance with a planned after 
use (Turner 1987 & McRae 1983). Short term v;orkjngs 
tend to be surface mining operations worked over 
a large area of land. 
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Turner (1987) has suggested three ways of control-
ling restoration and rehabilitation of these 
surface mining operations. 
a. Operators deposit a bond or contribute to a 
restoration or rehabilitation fund. This how-
ever tends to encourage the idea that 
restoration or rehabilitation can be left till 
the mineral extraction has finished where in 
short term mineral extraction it must be inte-
grated with the extraction progress. 
These bonds have been judged more useful with 
smaller operators who might go out of business 
rather than larger companies who have substan-
tial resources and can, in theory, be forced 
to rehabilitate the land. 
b. Setting up a system of technical control over 
the mineral extraction companies working 
practices which must be set up before a new 
operation can start. This type of control has 
been used extensively in the United Kingdom 
for surface mining practices (Turner, 1987). 
But these regulations are difficult to enforce 
and there is no technical problem in the restor-
ation of sand and gravel workings for agriculture 
recreation or conservation. Restoration is not 
a technical problem but depends on the commit-
ment by the company and the men working for 
the company to restore the land (Street,1986). 
c. Phasing the issuing of extraction permits 
dependent upon successful restoration of earlier 
phases. This puts any regulatory authority 
in a better position as they can concentrate 
on undertaking an evaluation of land which has 
been restored. 
2. Medium term workings between ten and forty years 
are more problematic as decisions on a planned 
after use may change dramatically over the period 
of mineral extraction. 
Two different types of plan can be adopted: 
a. 'Continuous restoration' where minerals are 
extracted and land immediately put back into 
pre-mining condition. This policy can use 
phased extraction permits and gives local 
communities a hugh degree of security against 
land dereliction and appears to solve after 
use problems. 
b. 'Progressive Rehabilitation' implies that each 
phase of the rehabilitation work may take a 
long time and alternative land uses will be 
considered. Restoration of the land to its 
former use may not be feasible and may be 
short-sighted. Opportunities may arise with 
the movement of vast amounts of material to 
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4 AGGREGATE EXTRACTION THE 
NEW ZEALAND EXAMPLE 
PART 4 AGGREGATE EXTRACTION THE NEv'/ ZEALAND EXAM.PLE 
4.1 The Aggregate Industry in New Zealand 
4.1.1 Development of the Aggregate Industry In 
New Zealand 
The aggregate industry in New Zealand developed with 
the establish!TIent of European communities in the nine-
teenth century. The first aggregates were used to 
provide serviceable roads. There use was expanded to 
cater for the building industry which had advanced 
from timber or brick construction to cement. 
The initial siting of aggregate pits and quarries was 
as close as possible to the source of demand. 
Naturally occurring aggregate in New Zealand's rivers 
and coastlines was found to be plentiful and far 
easier to extract than digging pits or hard rock 
quarries. 
Sand and gravel was often extracted from the nearest 
beaches and rivers to the developing cities rather than 
putting plant, investment and scarce energy into 
manufacturing suitable aggregate from hard rock 
quarries that would have been nearer. In Auckland 
shingle was transported from the beaches in the 
Coromandel Peninsula rather than hard rock quarries 
of basalt from Mount Eden and other volcanic cones 
(Grant, 1982). 
\~ i II oS t u 11 e s I. U 1111 A v t~ It \I e () \I a r r y () cell Jl i est)] It iI 
ajacl'lli 10 Nt \,'ell illgLol1 i.1l Auckland. TilLs h;:ll°d 
rot: k q \I a 1- r y i s C' x p pel: (! d L u c U 1\ t i. n 1I e [() rail 0 tile r 
It) yC;ll"S. 't'110 ilggl-ag;ltc extracted from tllis 
quarry will. he morc expensive than coastal 
aggregate that has to be transported from further 
away. 
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4.1.2 Standards of Aggregate 
As aggregates were used for a wider number of products 
standards were implemented for better performance of 
roading and building material. Many of these standards 
developed around coastal sand mining operations. In 
Auckland the standard became the sand dredged from 
Omaha at Pakiri Beaches and barged to Auckland 
( Gran t I 19 8 2) . 
Today the New Zealand Railways and National Roads 
Board set their own standards and the New Zealand 
Standards Institute co-ordinates users for building 
codes, local territorial activities and government 
projects. 
Standard specifications can control abrasiveness, 
angularity, hardness, crushing strength and other 
features of the aggregate. These standards also set 
out details of how these properties will be tested. 
4.1.3 Users of Aggregates 
The main users of aggregates today are: 
1. The New Zealand Railways Corporation (NZR). The 
NZR require large amounts of gravel for ballast, 
yarding and construction. The NZR specifications 
require a high standard of stone product which 
includes a certain amount of angularity to stop 
the rock rolling away. 
2. The National Roads Board (NRB) and Local Authority 
Roading. 
The NRB and local authorities require roading 
aggregate for the subsurface and surface of roads 
and for construction projects like bridges. 
A complex set of specifications relating to skid 
resistance, crushability, stability and other 
factors are required. The base course aggregates 
require a proportion of crushed stone in them to 
ensure stability under heavy traffic loadings and 
the sealing chips require at least 50% broken faces. 
3. Concrete & construction projects. 
Aggregates are used in high rise buildings, plast-
ering and other surface decorations. The building 
industry requires rounded aggregates for concrete 
pumping machinery. This rounded aggregate can be 
found in rivers and along the coastline or after 
costly processing obtained from hard rock quarries. 
4.1.4 The Cost of the Aggregate 
The overall cost of aggregate is dependent on location, 
distance to the end produce use, mode of transport, 
cost of the licence and the source of the product. 
These costs are as important to the user as the standard 
and suitability of the aggregate. In the Hawkes Bay, 
the preference for coastal extraction at ~watoto over 
Owhiro Bay Quarry is a hard rock quarry near 
Wellington that uses the sea to sort and clean 
the graywacke rock extracted from the coastal 
cliffs. Owhiro Bay Quarry would find their 
operation a lot more difficult and expensive if 
they were not allowed to use the sea as a natural 
sieve "'td IntlJldry. 
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the Tukituki River is almost all due to transport cost. 
(NHASCO, 1986). 
In other areas a higher price for aggregate is paid 
because of trouble meeting standards from a local 
source. A bigger transport cost must be paid to trans-
port aggregate into the district. "Taranaki, which is 
distant from any source of greywacke, has trouble 
meeting specifications from local sources and so gravel 
users are prepared to pay a bigger transport cost." 
(NWASCO, 1986). 
4.2 Aggregate Extraction from Rivers and Coastlines 
4.2.1 The Natural Source 
New Zealand's dynamic eroding landscape brings many 
tonnes of sand, gravel and boulders down its rivers. 
This material also forms part of the sediment budget 
that is transported around New Zealand's coastline. 
This geological fact has resulted in an easily tapped 
source of aggregate. It is far simpler to set up an 
aggregate extraction operation along a river or section 
of coast than digging a pit or quarry. Essentially an 
operation can set up in a section of river or coastline 
and wait for the aggregate to come to the extraction 
site. These "gravel supplies are often taken for 
granted. After all our rivers are full of the stuff 
- at least, they were." (NWASCO, 1986). Only \vi th 
flooding and erosion problems have recent studies begun 
to look at the environmental consequences of aggregate 
extraction from rivers and coastlines. 
It may be cneaper for short term financial gain to 
extract aggregate from rivers and coastlines rather 
than making surface pits and hard rock quarries. It 
is however far more expensive in the long term finan-
cially and environmentally to restore or rehabilitate 
eroding rivers and coastline than large, shallow holes 
in the land. 
Many river and coastal aggregate extraction 
operations have invested large sums of money on 
their processing plants. This Waikato River 
operation is no exception in the size and 
permanence of its processing plant. Tllis means 
that these plants are not short term but 
long term workings. 
Source: Grant (1982) 
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4.2.2 Rivers 
Aggregate extraction from rivers occurs throughout New 
Zealand. The rivers that extraction occurs from are 
all different and have different materials and sedi-
ment loads. An excess of sand and shingle will enhance 
flooding and a deficiency will promote erosion of the 
river bed and banks and can damage man made structures 
such as bridges. 
Aggregate extraction from rivers also has an impact on 
the coastline as the sediment budget of some coastal 
compartments relies heavily on river sediment. 
4.2.3 Coastlines 
Coastal aggregate extraction like river extraction 
occurs throughout New Zealand. Extraction occurs in 
harbours, offshore, on the foreshore and in sand dunes. 
Kirk (l978) believes that "coastal aggregate extraction 
is probably the most widespread and most damaging of 
man's effects on the beach sediment budget throughout 
New Zealand". 
Coastal aggregate extraction occurs around all popu-
lated areas of New Zealand. The extraction of aggregate 
(sand and gravel), removes material from the sediment 
budget and increases the coastlines instability at the 
point of extraction and further downdrift (Kirk, 1978). 
Rivers through out New Zealand are used as a 
source of aggregate. The extraction operations 
are often small and use mobile machinery or 
larger using permanent structures. Like this 
extraction site for gravel on the Manawatu 
River at Sheriffs Road all operations will 
disturb the natural landscape of the river. 
Source: NWASCA (1987) 
One nlOll extraction operations on the coastline 
can and do destroy the natural landscape. This 
one man operation near the Orongorongo River is 
next to a car park for people that visit this 
section of coastline near Wellington because of 
its natural, untamed and wild character. 
coastal extraction occurs in many locations where 
erosion at the site and downdrift could cause land-
scape damage to natural and cultural environments. 
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4.3 Changes in the Aggregate Industry 
4.3.1 Changes in Scale 
As the demand for aggregate increased around the cities 
and major construction projects, the source of aggre-
gate from rivers and coastlines becomes depleted. 
Extraction operations are closed down when over 
extraction causes river and coastal erosion. 
Future aggregate in many areas can only come from land 
based pits and quarries or from aggrading r~vers out 
of the region. 
This will mean a change in the scale of present 
operations. In the United Kingdom over the last 
twenty years larger open pit mines have increased 
(Blunden, 1975; Spooner, 1981). This will also have 
to happen in New Zealand for the same reasons of 
inc~eased demand, exhaustion of accessible sources, 
tightening of standard specifications and better means 
of transport. 
A different set of environ~ental impacts will arise 
for land based sites that will be subject to statutory 
town and country planning controls. 
4.3.2 Cost Increases 
As the 'limitless' supply of aggregate from rivers and 
coastlines close to the users decreases, other sources 
must be used. At present aggregate is cheap to find 
and obtain. "It would appear that the gravel resource 
is very undervalued economically" (CALNIG, 1986). Any 
change in aggregate source will increase costs because 
1. Transport distances lengthen as alternative 
replacement sources are usedi 
2. Land has to be bought for land based pits and 
quarries if river and coastal aggregate is no 
longer availablei 
3. New equipment has to be bought or old equipment 
adapted to land based extractioni 
4. Greater processing will be required of land based 
aggregate. 
As in overseas examples these increased costs will 
concentrate aggregate extraction ownership into larger 
companies with a reduction in the smaller operator. 
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5 LANDSCAPE IMPLICATIONS OF 
COASTAL AGGREGATE EXTRACTION 
PART 5 LANDSCAPE IMPLICATIONS OF COASTAL 
AGGREGATE EXTRACTION 
5.1 Coastal Aggregate Extraction 
5.1.1 Management of Coastal Extraction 
\Vhen sand is extracted from the ccastline a number of 
damaging effects occur to the sediment budget. It is 
essential that the sediment reserve extracted is renew-
able and the rate of sediment supply is established 
or unforeseen changes will occur. 
Coastal systems are in dynamic equilibrium. 
"If sand is removed from one compartment, the system 
will attempt to readjust in order to attain a new 
equilibrium position." (Healy, 1980). This means at 
what ever point or place sand is extracted the system 
will respond by attempting to replenish it. If sand 
is extracted from the foreshore sand will be removed 
from the offshore bars and/or eroded from the frontal 
dune to compensate. 
Four different types of coastal aggregate extraction 
occur around New Zealand. Each type of extraction 
presents particular resource management conflicts and 
requires formation of planning programmes that will 
limit landscape conflicts. Unfortunately the examples 
of coastal management in which the scientific factors 
were actually considered before development proceeded 
in New Zealand are rare (Healy, 1980). 
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5.1. 2 Dredging within Habours 
Harbours are in a state of close equilibrium having 
evolved to a certain depth, inlet size, formation and 
shape. The volume of sediment coming in with the 
flood tide and leaving on the ebb tide needs to be 
studied. Sediments should only be extracted where 
it would be lost to the harbour transport system at 
its ebb tide (Grant, 1982). Often however sediment 
is removed where a build up is not welcome in port 
facilities and around other human activities. 
can lead to erosion of the harbours coastline. 
This 
So that erosion of the harbours coastline or adverse 
effects on the transfer of sediment within the harbour 
do not occur the harbour sediment budget and sediment 
movement need to be studied in detail. The sediment 
that is extracted from harbours comes from three 
possible sources (Grant, 1982). 
1. Sediment being transported along the ocean shore-
line and brought into the harbour entrance on the 
flood tide. 
2. River sediment supplied from catchments feeding 
the harbour. 
3. Erosion from the harbours shoreline. 
Any dredging operation must have onshore 
facilities for off loading and possibly 
a site for stornge. This off-loading facility 
for Kaipara Harbour sand is sited just north 
of lIelensville. 
Source: Grant (1982) 
Dredging within harbours effects fish and marine life 
at the proposed extraction site and over the entire 
harbour. It increases turbidity of the water and 
disturbs the harbour bottom. Prior to any granting 
of extraction rights careful consideration should be 
given to the fish and marine life of the harbour and 
the sediment budget. 
5.1.3 Dreding Offshore 
Removal of sand from the offshore zone of the coast-
line will cause similar effects of foreshore extraction. 
The impact of offshore dredging may take longer to 
show on the foreshore and back shore strip of the 
coastline than foreshore extraction. 
To assess the ability of the coastline to sustain 
offshore dredging an understanding of the coastal 
compartment is necessary. The sediment budget, move-
ment and build up of sediment along the coastline 
should be obtained before any offshore dredging is 
allowed. 
The volume of material to be extracted and location 
of dredging should be set if extraction is allowed. 
Regular monitoring of the coastal compartments 
beach profiles should be required to assess the 
likely coastline changes caused by any offshore 
mineral extraction (Grant, 1982). 
Pilr(~lIg"rel1ge s i 1 iC1I l:iHnd of f-lnaded by barge 
mOIlIlt:pd grabs. Stlnd is conveyed to the buitliing 
011 Lit P ll' r l r t) r pro c l~.s sin g. '~i. III 011 Y i lie rea.s c ill 
offshore dredging this type of processing plant 
will add to the build up of heavy industry and 
pcrmUllellt structures along the coastline of 
many New Zealand citys 
Photo: Grant (1982) 
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Dredging will effect the fish and marine life through 
turbidity and disruption of the ocean floor. 
Overseas examples have shown a movement away from 
land based aggregate extraction as sources of the 
aggregates decline, to offshore extraction. Offshore 
dredging though limited in New Zealand at the present 
time shows signs of increasing. Because the effects 
of offshore dredging take longer to effect the coast-
line it can be a far more destructive form of coastal 
aggregate extraction if not properly planned and 
monitored. 
5.1. 4 Foreshore Extraction 
Mineral extraction from the foreshore will result in 
an immediate impression on the coastline. The site 
of extraction and downdrift of the longshore drift In 
the coastal compartment will show a reduced amount of 
sand. Any extraction of sand and gravel will increase 
the instability of the coastline and accentuate the 
effects of any future erosion. 
Extraction of aggregate from an actively eroding beach 
will accelerate that erosion. Extraction from a beach 
that is not being replenished and has an isolated 
sedimentary system will deplete the sediment and cause 
unrepairable erosion. 
Foreshore extraction of gravel near Timaru. This 
activity contributes significantly to coastal 
erosion where the sediment budget is already in 
deficit. 
Photo: Peter Hewson 
The volume of sand and gravel accumulating on the coast 
line and the interrelationship of sediment passing 
along the coastal compartment must be assessed to set 
limits of extraction if a stable coastal system is to 
be retained. 
5.1.5 Sand Dune Pits 
Sand is dried and picked up by the wind from the beach 
and carried inland to form sand dunes. The direction 
of sand movement within the sand dunes can be away 
from or towards the coastline. The net movement of 
sand will depend on the exposure and the dominant wind 
direction. 
Sand being blown further onshore and the progressively 
moved further landward can be extracted without 
affecting the sediment supply to the beach and coastal 
compartment. Sands being blown offshore from sand 
dunes however may be temporary storage areas for 
coastal compartments and sand extraction will reduce 
the overall sediment budget. Many sand dunes have 
minimal sand being built up on them or they are relict 
dunes of the past. These sand dunes will be destroyed 
and will not be able to reform if extraction takes 
place. 
Kaitorete Spit a vast expanse of sea, sand and 
vegetation in complete solitude. A unique sand 
dune orca in need of protection from aggregate 
extraction. The sand dunes natural, archeological, 
cultural GIld recreational values make the entire 
dune complex worthy of reserve status. 
Source: Peace (1984) 
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Once the stabilizing vegetation cover is removed from 
active or relict sand dunes sand removal by wind will 
increase. The orientation of the working face and pit 
management during extraction of aggregate can intensify 
this situation. 
Although many aggregate mining operations ln sand dunes 
are small they are able to modify and in some cases 
destroy dune systems over a very short period of time. 
~ .. 
• .. "~ 
Sand dune pits can be extremly large and deep 
like this extraction site at South Kaipara 
Barrier adjacent to the woodhill State Forest. 
Source: Grant (1982) 
5.2 
5.2.1 
Landscape Impacts 
Landform 
Coastal aggregate extraction will automatically alter 
the landform. Anything that takes cubic metres of 
material away from a natural process will cause large 
holes to appear in the landscape. 
While dredging within harbours and offshore may not 
have immediate impacts on the visible coastal land 
form modifications are bound to happen. These modifi-
cations could see a reduction of sand in the foreshore 
and backshore coastal strip. 
The operation of extraction on foreshores and the back-
shore sand dunes requires trucks processing and 
loading equipment to be moving in an environment in a 
fine state of equilibrium. Roads form distinctive 
straight lines in a rounded landscape. Often the 
roads to and from the extraction site can be more 
devastating on the landform that the extraction site 
itself. Cutting through sand dunes and requiring 
constant maintenance roads are often left as permanent 
reminders that man was here. Once the road is in 
place future aggregate extraction can occur with· 
little financial expenditure on roading. 
Aggregate extraction removes the stabilizing veget-
at ion from the sand dunes. The vegetation helps form 
Large and small aggregate extraction operations 
along the coastline cause dramatic changes in the 
landform. This iron sand pit in the Waiuku State 
Forest, Waikato, North Head, shows the destruction 
that can occur with a large scale operation. 
Photo: Grant (1982) 
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the rounded sand dunes. Without the vegetation the 
sand has nothing to bind to and is blown about by the 
"'lind. 
The landform of an aggregate extraction site on sand 
dunes flattens the dunes and forms extraction hollows. 
The landform at Kaitorete Spit has only one area of 
flat sandi the area around the aggregate extraction 
site. The extraction operation is smoothing out the 
sand dunes. The removal of the native sand binding 
vegetation pingao is increasing the landform change. 
Currently a total of 11 hectares of pingao covered 
sand dunes have been removed (Peace l 1984). The effects 
of this sand removal are even more dramatic because 
the natural dune building process at the point of 
extraction is minimal. 
5.2.2 Waste Tips 
Most aggregate mining operations of the past and present 
have operated on coastlines with sand and gravel that 
required little processing. The processing that did 
occur would often occur away from the site. 
In the future as aggregate supplies become scarce 
coastlines with a mixed aggregate size and useability 
will become commercially viable. This aggregate must 
be sorted on site to reduce transporting unusable or 
unprofitable aggregate. 
Waste tips like this can be found in mined areas 
through out New Zealand. Even small areas of waste 
material can create an unnatural landscape that 
has little use except as a waste tip. 
Photo: Mines Division (1986) 
Small rounded aggregate can be used and sold at a 
profit. Large rocks and boulders can not be trans-
ported at a profit to the user and are left after 
processing in waste tips. 
These waste tips are mounded as high as possible to 
reduce the area that the rocks and boulders are 
covering. A derelict landscape results of large hills 
that vegetation can not grow on, and the wind can not 
blow away. 
5.2.3. Coastal stabilization with Exotic Plants 
To stabilize the sand dunes during and after aggregate 
mining exotic vegetation is often planted. The species 
used normally consist of European marram for primary 
stabilization and possible exotic pa&ure species or 
pine plantation for potential after uses. 
Even in the few remaining areas of natural vegetation 
exotic species are preferred to stabilize sand dunes. 
The dunes around the aggregate mining operation at 
Kaitorete Spit have European marram growing on them 
from dune stabilization planting about twenty years 
ago (Peace, 1984). The sand dunes at Kaitorete Spit 
represent one of the largest natural remaining dune 
areas in New Zealand where the vegetation is still 
dominated by pingao and other rare native plants. 
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The exotic plants represent a threat to the native 
vegetation through competition. Once estabJished 
exotic plants are hard to remove and will probably 
take over the native vegetation cover. 
At present removal of exotic vegetation is limited to 
a few individuals weeding marram out of pampered 
pingao plants. 
With the introduction of exotic plants the shape of 
the dunes changes from a smooth rounded form of pingao 
and spinifex dunes to a larger more angular dune of 
marram. This change has occured throughout the 
majority of dunes in New Zealand. 
5.2.4 Coastal Erosion 
Coastal erosion is caused by natural and man induced 
changes which effect the supply and removal of sedi-
ment that travels along the coastline. The erosion 
of the coastline is an expression of inadequate sedi-
ment which results in the removal of sand from the 
foreshore. It is essential when approving aggregate 
mining operations that "the various sediment transfers 
will neither be impeded nor accelerated to levels 
which promote undesirable effects in the coastal land 
resource under consideration" (Kirk, 1978). 
Coastal aggregate mining operations are allowed to 
proceed with inadequate information and monitoring 
which leads in a large number of cases to coastal 
erosion. Examples of erosion caused in part or wholly 
by aggregate mining can be found throughout New 
Zealand. Offshore dredging at the mouth of the 
Mangawhai Harbour is probably linked to erosion and 
destruction of sand dunes at Mangawhai Spit (Healy, 
1980). Offshore dredging in the Bream Bay - Little 
Omaha Bay coastal compartment partly caused erosion 
of Omaha Beach (Schofield, 1975). Foreshore extra-
ction fronting the Papamoa Domain in the Bay of Plenty 
has caused net sand dune recession of 20 metres over 
a 20 year period. Adjacent coastline in the Bay of 
Plenty has accreted by 20-40 metres (Healy, 1980). 
Sand extraction rate at this site exceeds at times the 
capability of the coastal compartment to replenish the 
sand naturally by longshort drift. 
Coastal aggregate extraction near Timaru contributes 
significantly to coastal erosion where the sediment 
budget is already in deficit from other man induced 
changes (Kirk, 1979). 
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5.3 Land Use Conflicts 
5.3.1 Recreation 
The coastline throughout New Zealand is a valuable 
recreational resource. The demand for recreational 
use of the coastline increases around towns and cities. 
Sandy beaches are places where New Zealanders picnic, 
swim, fish, surf, sail and play. Aggregate is 
extracted from these very beaches. Around Auckland 
and Northland coastlines with high recreational 
pressures have ten coastal aggregate extraction 
operations (Grant, 1982). 
Recreational opportunities are reduced when aggregate 
mining causes erosion downdrift and at the extraction 
site. The turbidity of the water caused by dredging 
reduces recreational fishing and makes swimming 
unpleasant. 
Large machinery working on the coast spoils the atmos-
phere of a natural coastal wilderness. Many operations 
leave loading and permanent processing equipment on 
site when work is not taking place. 
The landscape that is formed during aggregate extraction 
is not a suitable one for recreation. Large holes and 
steep working faces in sand dunes are dangerous traps 
for playing children. Erosion of offshore bars and the 
The coastline is one of New Zealands major 
recreational resources. It can not be enjoyed 
like this beach at Mount Maunganui whm coastal 
aggregate extraction destroys the landscape. 
Source: Matthews (1983) 
foreshore produce difficult swimming conditions. 
The roading of aggregate operations along the coastline 
can create easier access and increase the recreational 
disruption. Dune buggies and trail bikes, though some 
peoples preferred form of recreation, leave permanent 
scars on fragile coastlines. 
Overall aggregate extraction on the coastline reduces 
the recreational land use of the coastal landscape. 
5.3.2. Natural Environment 
In 1896 New Zealand had over 10,000 hectaresof natural 
duneland that covered an array of distinctive native 
environments (Courtney, 1984). Today these dunes 
have been reduced to a fraction of their former extent. 
Many of the existing coastal aggregate extracting 
operations are found on the few remaining natural 
dune systems such as those on Kaitorete Spit, Lake 
Ellesmere and Kokota Spit bordering Northland's 
Parengarenga Harbour. Al though many of these operations 
are small, they are able to modify and in some cases 
destroy these dune systems over a relatively short 
period" (Courtney, 1984). 
~aitorete Spit is south-west of Banks Peninsula 
1n Ca~terbury. It is the largest remaining dune 
are~ 1n New Ze~land where the vegetation is still 
dO~lnated by p1ngao and where native plants are 
st111.a conspicuous component of the vegetation. 
On th1s crown owned land sand mining has been 
taking place since 1952. 
Source: Peace (1984) 
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The removal of sand and vegetation cover reduces the 
high natural values of these environments. These 
disturbed coastal environments are made more accessible 
to other human interference. Competitive introduced 
plants are able to colonise weakened native vegetation 
cover. 
Nature conservation and aggregate extraction along the 
coastline would not appear to be compatiable land uses. 
5.3.3 Urban Development 
Most aggregate extraction sites are situated near large 
urban populations. Future urban development can even-
tually surround existing workings or be developed on 
old extraction sites. Coastal aggregate extraction 
removes material from the coastal sediment budget and 
decreases the stability of the coastline at the extra-
ction site and further downdrift. Aggregate extraction 
on the coastline occurs in localities now subject to 
urban development or where there is significant invest-
ment in other uses downdrift. "Many development 
proposals are made for locations which have a history 
of aggregate extraction so that considerable care is 
required in establishing the state of shoreline 
stability before proceeding" (Kirk, 1978). 
Aggregate extraction offshore from Omaha Beach in part 
caused disastrous erosion problems to the surrounding 
:' 
," ,",' 
Coastal erosion at Omaha Bay subdivision, 80km 
north of Auckland on the east coast. By 1976, the 
coastline had eroded up to 10m from the wall 
erected by the developers, and the beach fell by 
some O.6m. 
Source: Gibb (1984) 
urban development. "Some nearby houses were threatened 
and a disillusioned property owner, wishing to rid 
himself of continuing erosion and subdivision problems 
advertised cynically in the 'Propery For Sale' columns 
that 'every storm brings you closer to the beach' 
Healy, (1980). 
Future developers should gather as much information as 
possible on shoreline profiles where past and present 
coastal aggregate extraction sites have been worked. 
For present developments threatened with coastal 
erosion caused in part or wholly by present aggregate 
extraction the only remedial measure is to stop the 
operation. 
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5.4 Rescue, Restoration and Rehabilitation 
5.4.1 A Coastline Rescued 
Unfortunately as previously mentioned the examples of 
coastal aggregate extraction in which scientific 
factors are considered before the development proceeds 
are rare in New Zealand. One example of a beach that 
was rescued before an extraction operation started 
exists at Mataora Beach. "Mataora Beach is geomor-
phically a pocket beach with high enclosing headlands 
to north and south located about 2km south of Whiritoa 
on the Coromandel east coast" (Healy, 1981b). 
Scientific data showed that the beach was a closed 
system and any sUbstantial extraction of sand "would 
deplete the resource and cause erosion of the beach 
and additional environmental damage to the pohutukawas 
grmving along the terrace" (Healy, 1981b). The applic-
ation for extraction was declined because of the 
scientific argument. 
5.4.2 Restoration and Rehabilitation 
The examples of restoration and rehabilitation of mined 
lands in New Zealand are not easy to find "Rehabilitation 
of mined areas is not new in New Zealand. 
but not new" (Ward, 1981). 
·It is rare 
The Government policies of the past have resulted in 
rehabilitation differing from district to district and 
"1< e It a hi 1 i. t nit 0 II 0 r ~1 i 11 e d La Il d s II a g lot>!-i y ~1 inc ~ 
Division Lrocllure if n sLel) fOrWilr(! ill tile rigllt 
direclion towards informing people ubotlt 
rellubilitation. But this brochure should be 
followed by more technical and landscape evaluation 
information with the possible development of 
site restoration being considered. 
little happening. "In the past there was little 
emphasis on the way disturbed areas were treated during 
mining. In most situations the area was largely aban-
doned when the mining company moved out" (Mines Division, 
1986). 
The present trends towards restoration and rehabilit-
ation have occured through legislation and pressure 
groups. "Wid~ scale use of land restoration associated 
with mining is relatively recent. For although mining 
has been a long established land use in New Zealand it 
is only recently that the mining industry has been 
under a positive obligation to undertake land restoration" 
(N.Z. Mineral Exploration Association) . 
In the past most cases of rehabilitation have involved 
a 'tidy up' operation at the extraction site brought 
about by public pressure or the private conscience of 
the mining company. Up until the early 1980's there 
was no large scale operation undergoing 'progressive 
rehabilitation' (Ward, 1981). 
Rehabilitation of the coastal landscape has happened 
with the New Zealand Steel and Waipipi Ironsand mining 
operation. Both companies extract titaniferous lron-
sand concentrate for local use and for the steel mills 
of Japan and South Korea. These operations use 
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dredging equipment on sand dunes to extract the iron-
sand. 
The Waipipi Ironsand Ltd. mines on land used prir!'1arily 
for cattle grazing. The rehabilitation of this site 
involves pre-mining stripping and storage of topsoil 
with post-mining levelling and spreading of the top-
soil. "'J'he dune system has been replaced by a series 
of flat terraces which allow a more intensive fencing 
system and a greater range of farming options" (N.Z. 
Mineral Exploration Association) . 
The New Zealand Steel Mining Ltd. mines on bare coastal 
sand dunes near Lake Taharoa. "Restoration of the 
mined land is converting dune land into an economic 
forest unit as well as halting sand drift onto farm-
land and the local village. The former useless dune 
country will in a few years be able to support stock 
in among the growing trees" (N.Z. Mineral Exploration 
Association). While rehabilitation, the changing of 
the land use, is happening, restoration returning the 
land to its original condition is not. 
In the eyes of the companies and the New Zealand ~uneral 
Exploration Association dune country and the coastal 
system that these dunes are part of are "useless". 
Only with the full appreciation of the natural values 
of the coastal system will positive restoration and 
Mining can be a Partner In Developing Farmland; 
Pasture-land restored by Waipipi Iron Sands Limited 
This kind of 'rehabilitation' can produce farmland 
but docs not restore the coastline to its former 
nntural state. 
Photo: NZ Miueral Exploration Association 
rehabilitation be able to take place. 
At present coastal aggregate extraction in New Zealand 
occurs on many natural and unspoilt coastlines. The 
restoration that should be taking place should involve 
careful replacement of what once existed there before 
extraction. 
Coastal aggregate extraction can cause erosion at the 
extraction site and downdrift. The financial and 
environmental cost of restoring the coastline after an 
erosional event normally falls on the community rather 
than the extraction company which is partly or wholly 
responsible. Restoration of coastal aggregate extrac-
tion must take into account erosion at the site of 
extraction and downdrift in the coastal compartment. 
concentration plant 
Waipipi Sand Dredge at Waverly has mined over 
650 hectares of coastline over a 11 year period. 
The majority of this land has been 'rehabilitated' 
into farmland. The land may now be marginally 
productive but the former landscape has been 
totnlly destroyed. 
Photo: NZ Mineral Exploration Association 
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6 LEGISLATION AND PLANNING FOR 
AGGREGATES AND THE COASTLINE 
IN . NEW ZEALAND 
PART 6 LEGISLATION AND PLANNING FOR AGGREGATES 
AND THE COASTLINE IN NEW ZEALAND 
6.1 Mineral Extraction 
6.1.1 Who owns the Minerals 
A mineral is defined in the Mining Act 1971 as any 
mineral, mineral substance, or metali and includes 
precious metals, precious stones, clay, stone, gravel 
and limestone. 
The ownership of minerals on or under a piece of land 
is generally fixed when a formal title is issued by 
the Crown. The ownership is determined by whatever 
legislation is (or was) in place at the time the land 
was alienated. 
silver. 
The Crown however owns all gold and 
All modern titles reserve mineral ownership to the 
Crown. These 'Crown owned' minerals are subject to 
provisions in the Land Act 1948, the Mining Act 1971, 
and various other Acts. 
Many older titles are not subject to these Acts as 
the legislation was in place at the time when the title 
was formally issued. In these older titles minerals, 
other than gold and silver belong to the landowner 
just like the land itself. These 'privately owned' 
minerals may be on a separate title or lease which 
can be owned and traded separately from the land title. 
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6.1.2 Planning and Public Participation 
All minerals irrespective of ownership may be subject 
to regional and local government controls through 
district schemes and bylaws or permits and bylaws 
issued by catchment authorities. The Town and Country 
Planning Act, 1984 however, is not binding on licences 
issued under the Mining Act 1971 and the Coal Mines 
Act, 1979. 
Crown owned minerals are subject to licences under the 
Mining Act or the Coal Mines Act, both of which are 
controlled by the Mines Division of the Ministry of 
Energy. These Acts are subject to Planning Tribunal 
enquiry if objections are received when mining licences 
are applied for. There are no formal planning procedures 
Formal Environmental Impact procedures may be required 
for larger operations or those considered to have a 
significant environmental impact. 
The extraction of Crown owned aggregate in or near rivers 
and the coast is licensed by other GovernmentDepartments 
and Catchment boards and are not subject to the Mining 
Act. 
The Department of Conservation (DOC) issues licences 
under the Harbours Act 1950 regarding aggregate extra-
ction from the foreshore, sea bed, harbour bed or bed 
of navigable rivers. DOC also licences under the 
Conservation Act, 1987 extraction of sand and shingle 
from land under its management. Catchment Boards issue 
permits for aggregate extraction from rivers by a 
variety of means from delegation of authority under 
the Conservation Act, 1987 to shingle extraction by 
laws under the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 
1941. 
These licences and permits do not involve formal plan-
ning procedures or public participation. Theoretically 
environmental impact procedures can be used but examples 
do not exist (Ward, 1986). Application for water rights 
which particularly concern extraction of aggregate from 
rivers does involve formal planning procedures and 
public participation. 
Privately owned minerals are mainly aggregate and make 
up to half the mining activity of New Zealand (Ward, 
1986). Privately owned aggregates require no Crown 
licence for prospecting or mining as they are not 
subject to the Mining Act 1971 or the Coal Mines Act, 
1979. Privately owned aggregates are therefore not 
subject to Environmental Impact Procedures. The extra-
ction of privately owned aggregate however is subject 
to formal planning procedures through the Town and 
Country Planning Act, 1984. 
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6.1.3 Town and Country Planning Act, 1977 
The Town and Country Planning Act is designed to regul-
ate land uses and promote a co-ordinated and efficient 
pattern of development. The Act gives territorial 
Local Authorities the responsibility to prepare 
regional, district and maritime planning schemes for 
the "wise use and management of the resources, and the 
direction and control of the development, of a region, 
district or area in such a way as will most effectively 
promote and safeguard the health, safety, convenience, 
and the economic, cultural, social and general welfare 
of the people, and the amenities, of every part of the 
region, district, or area". 
This control of land uses also controls mineral resources 
and aggregate extraction especially the minerals that are 
privately owned. 
The location, scale, character, density and distribution 
of mineral exploitation activities throughout rural and 
urban areas are achieved through Local Authorities' 
using zoning techniques. Zoning techniques arrange land 
uses or groups of land uses on a plan or map with a code 
of ordinances that detail control on the uses within 
each zone. 
Mineral extraction in a district scheme can be generally 
zoned as:-
1. A permitted use. This allows mineral extraction 
to be undertaken as of right, providing it complies 
with controls specified in the scheme; 
2. A conditional use. The extraction operation may be 
suitable but every site may not be appropriate and 
will be subject to conditions not necessarily 
specified in the scheme. A conditional use is often 
used in situations where the local authority is 
generally prepared to accept a use in a part±cular 
zone, but wishes to withhold an "as of right '~ 
consent because it is not considered that suitable 
development conditions can be drafted to provide 
for all possible situations; 
3. Nonconforming Use. These are mineral extraction 
sites that do not conform with those specified in 
the zone. Nonconforming uses are generally created 
when the existing use of the property is not one 
which is going to be continued by zoning. The 
mineral extraction operation has only an 'existing 
use right' which allows the use to continue. 
Normally discontinuation for more than six months 
has been the major ground for abolishing the exist-
ing use rights and bring the land under the current 
zoning; 
4 . Specified Departure. This cover proposals for 
mineral extraction operations when they are not 
included in the permitted or conditional uses for 
that zone. Specified Departures must be applied for 
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as they are contrary to the district scheme. This 
allows local authorities the right to exclude mineral 
extraction from certain zones. 
In the Wellington Region mineral extraction is excluded 
from urbani industrial, commercial I town belts, reserves 
and water catchment zones. Only on land zoned rural are 
mineral extraction operations allowed as a permitted or 
conditional use. 
6.1.4 Regional Planning 
No single local authority has all the aggregate it 
needs for roading and construction projects occuring 
naturally within its boundaries. Transportation 
planning and road standards are also important factors 
in the effective utilisation of aggregates. 
Aggregate extraction is usually more than a regional 
concern as the transport and the user of the aggregate 
cross regional planning and catchment authority bound-
aries. The extraction I processing and distribution of 
aggregates becomes a regional and inter-regional 
industry. Aggregate mining in the past has seldom been 
systematic or planned in New Zealand. This must change 
in the future as it is essential now that regional 
planning schemes ensure the long term supply of mineral 
products with the least possible impact on the commun-
ity and environment. 
A number of regional planning studies of mineral 
resources have been undertaken to establish the distri-
bution of mineral resources, extraction sites and 
transport to users. These have included the coastal 
sand and shingle resource of Auckland and Northland 
(Grant, 1982), the planning of mineral resources of 
the Wellington Region (Ward, 1978) and a recent report 
on river and coastal aggregate in the Central and lower 
North Island issued by CALNIG (1986). 
These studies provide the necessary regional overview 
on which policy decisions can be made. From this point 
local authorities have guidelines to plan, draw up and 
implement zoning boundaries for or against mineral 
extraction. 
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6.2 The Coastline 
6.2.1 Coastal legislation 
There are a large number of Government organisations 
and statutes involved in the management of the coast-
line. The majority of Acts either control specific 
activities or one particular resource. The result in 
many cases 1S an overlap of administration and juris-
diction (United Nations, 1979). 
Legislation has established the Mean High Water Mark 
(MHWM) as the planning boundary that usually separates 
the sea from the land. The coastline is however a 
dynamic system of both sea and land within which this 
artificial boundary has little real meaning. 
The unnatural splitting of sea and land man~gement adds 
to the general confusion of present coastline manage-
ment. 
In New Zealand there is no national policy on coastline 
management. The many Government organisations that are 
involved in the management of the coastline often have 
conflicting policies it is often difficult to find out 
which agency is responsible for which management 
function. Even local authorities have revealed through 
questionnaires considerable confusion about statutorily 
defined boundaries on the coastline (Bellingham & 
Taylor, 1985). 
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Four principal Acts govern coastline management:-
Harbours Act 1950 
Town and Country Planning Act 1977 
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act, 1941 
Water and Soil Conservation Act, 1967. 
6.2.2 Mean High Water Mark 
One of the problems leading to confusion are the legal 
boundaries. Many of these boundaries relate to the 
mean high water mark (I<lHHly1) as defined in Section 35 
of the Crown Grants Act (1908). The D-mWH is inter-
preted as the 'mean of all high tides occurring in the 
ordinary course of nature throughout the year. t Seven 
natural markers have been used in the past to establish 
the MHWH. I.t is common for more than one of these 
marker lines to be used on different maps for the same 
section of coastline. Some of these markers bear no 
relationship to the long term changes of the coastline. 
"The difference in apparent shoreline position between 
two maps made at different times of the year may 
simply reflect the run of weather in the weeks preceed-
ing the respective coastal surveys. The shoreline 
reference displayed on many maps and plans is thus 
probably not MHWM in the strict sense, and in any case 
it is an extremely ambiguous indicator of coastal 
change" (Kirk, 1983). 
M~WM 
\lLUtd~ lin2. 
Urijt",ood lir)'!. 
IDe. ot to(ltdl1rw. 
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C ... ~t Ot fo<rz.dVly)Q. 
Six reference lines used by New Zealand land 
surveyors to define Mean High Water Mark on 
cadastral plans between 1870 and 1970. 
Source: Kirk(1983) 
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This boundary can also lead to development that may be 
detrimental to the coastline because the development 
is taking place on land legally ovmed by an individual 
or developer. "There are many instances where it 
(~.iliWf\1) is not an appropriate boundary for determining 
what developments may safely take place on the coastal 
land. For example, a residential subdivision on 
privately owned land may be legally upheld by virtue 
of the land status - even though it may be shown to 
have a harmful impact on adjacent tidal and coastal 
areas" (Gibb, 1978). This also applies to aggregate 
extraction on privately owned land along the coastline. 
6.2.3 The Harbours Act, 1950 
The Harbours Act 1950 was administered by the Ministry 
of Transport but the new Conservation Act 1987 gives 
the Department of Conservation (DOC) the "responsibility 
for managing activites on the foreshore, seabed, and 
navigable river beds outside of commercial port areas, 
from the mean high vlater mark to the 12 mile limit." 
This includes the licensing of aggregate extraction in 
this coastal zone. 
The DOC has set up a Coastal and Marine Resource 
Directorate responsible for managing coastal resources. 
"It \-Jill promote an holistic, bicultural and inter-
agency approach to coastal zone management which 
recognises the dynamic processes that constantly shape 
Valuing the Coast 
The I1pprooch sought by the Department of 
Conservation ? 
our coastline and provide the spectrum of coastal and 
marine resources so highly valued by the community" 
(Gibb, 1987). 
To carry out its licensing function of coastal aggregate 
extraction the DOC must recognise and weigh up a variety 
of viewpoints. "The fact that it has a mandate to take 
into account the sustained resources makes it unlikely 
that activities which impact negatively on the coast 
will be licensed" (Gibb, 1987). 
6.2.4 Town and Country Planning Act 1977 
The Town and Country Planning Act 1977 is the only Act 
that both covers the coastline and is not restricted 
to specific interests. The Town and Country Planning 
Act also selects the coastline as an area of national 
importance for "the preservation of the national char-
acter of the coastal environment and the margins of 
lakes and rivers and the protection of them from 
unnecessary subdivision and development". However, it 
separates planning functions of land into regional and 
local authorities and sea into maritime authorities. 
Regional authorities have powers to plan for both land 
and coastal waters out to the twelve mile territorial 
limit. The regional authorities co-ordinate and plan 
the activities of their region. Operational regional 
planning schemes are binding on the Crown and every 
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local and public authority. 
Local authorities plan at a district level for all 
land above MHWM. Iv1any local authorities hOvlever plan 
for the coastline in their district under grants of 
control under other Acts (Bellingham & Taylor, 1986). 
These coastal areas within local authority districts 
include some substantial areas of coastline including 
the Bay of Islands, Hokianga Harbour, Tauranga Harbour 
and Doubtful Sound. 
Maritime authorities are similar to local authorities 
except that they plan for designated areas below MHWM. 
Maritime authorities have presently only been esta-
blished where extreme conflict is encountered or expected. 
"Maritime Planning is therefore being used as a tool 
for direct conflict resolution rather than for the 
comprehensive planning of the coastal zone" (Bridgewater 
1985). Four maritime planning authorities have been 
established in Waitemata, Manukau, Wellington, and 
Marlborough Sounds. Three of these are adjacent to 
urban local authorities suggesting that maritime plan-
ning only occurs in areas of high population density. 
Bellingham and Taylor (1986) are of the opnion that 
regional and local authorities are perfectly capable 
of planning for maritime areas. 
6.2.5 Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941 
Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967 
The Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967 is "An .~ct to 
promote a national policy in respect of natural water, 
and to make better provision for the conservation, 
allocation, use and quality of natural waters, and for 
promoting soil conservation and preventing damage by 
flood and erosion, and for promoting and controlling 
multiple uses of natural water and the drainage of 
land, and for ensuring that adequate account is taken 
of the needs of primary and secondary industry". This 
is an Act which covers a wide number of habitats includ-
ing coastlines. The definition of 'natural water' 
illustrates the extensive nature of the Act. "Natural 
water means all forms of water (including fresh water, 
ground water, artesian water, sea water, water vapour, 
ice, snow and water or steam or vapour heated by geo-
thermal energy, whatever its temperature) that are 
within the outer limits of the territorial sea of New 
Zealand." 
The two Acts form the basis for soil and water conserv-
ation in New Zealand and are implemented through the 
National Water and Soil Conservation Authority (NWASCA). 
The overseeing of water and soil management at the 
regional level is the function of catchment boards and 
regional water boards. 
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Provisions in the Acts relevant to coastline management 
include the ability to carry out, record and publish 
surveys and investigations on the nature and extent of 
soil erosion, flood control, soil conservation and 
reclamation. This covers various aspects of water and 
soil conservation along the coastline. 
When aggregate extraction is authorised it lies within 
the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act, 1941. 
However the supervision of impacts, hazards and pen~ties 
for water pollution lie in the Water and Soil 
Conservation Act 1967. 
6.3 Conflict Resolution 
6.3.1 Planning Tribunal 
The mediator of conflicting policies and between 
conservation and development is often the Planning 
Tribunal. The Planning Tribunal considers each case 
in isolation and usually in terms of its local effect. 
However because of the confusion of legislative controls 
involving aggregate extraction along the coastline 
controversies arise with Planning Tribunal decisions. 
An example of this confusion is the Kaitorete Spit sand 
mining application on the dune system between Lake 
Ellesmere and the sea. "The dune system is a finite 
system, of high natural values, and is important as a 
source of pingao" (Bellingham & Taylor 1986). The 
objectors to the mining application believe that the 
correct application of legal procedures was not achieved 
by the Planning Tribunal and have taken the decision to 
the High Court on appeal. The various Acts that control 
this sand mining application are the Land Act, The 
Reserves Act, The Mining Act and the Town and Country 
Planning Act. "The Planning Tribunal in fact responded 
to this conflict between conservation and development 
values by compromising. It granted a mining licence for 
a reduced term over a reduced area. The case highlights 
the fact the the Planning Tribunal is very reluctant to 
say no to a developer. The best that conservation 
interests can usually expect is some reduction in the 
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size of the development which may minimise its impacts" 
(Bellingham & Taylor 1986). 
The criteria used by the Planning Tribunal to make 
decisions are often flawed. When so many statues over-
lap and confuse issues changes are needed to take into 
consideration a variety of viewpoints. 
6.4 Legislation and Planning Changes 
6.4.1 New Institutional Changes 
Over the last three years a dramatic change has occu:o:cd. 
in the areas of environmental management and planning. 
These changes have been particularly evident in the new 
environmental Acts and the establishment of new govern-
ment departments and ministries. 
1. The Environment Act 1986. 
"An act to: 
a. Provide for the establishment of the office of 
Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment. 
b. Provide for the establishment of the Ministry for 
the Environment. 
c. Ensure that, in the management of natural and 
physical resources, full and balanced account is 
taken of: 
l. The intrinsic values of ecosystems; and 
ii. All values which are placed by individuals 
and groups on the quality of the environment; 
and 
iii. The principles of the Treaty of Waitangi; and 
iv. The sustainability of natural and physical 
resources; and 
v. The needs of future generations." 
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The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment and 
the Ministry for the Environment have been set up as 
advocates of good environmental management. "These 
include a need to ensure that we have a safe, healthy 
and aesthetically pleasing environment, to ensure that 
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi are taken into 
account in the management of our resources, and the 
need to promote effective public participation in the 
environmental planning and policy formulation processes" 
(Blakeley, 1987). 
This management will directly affect aggregate extrac-
tion, especially as one of the first tasks of the new 
Ministry is to formulate environmental assessment 
procedures. "Rather the aim is to rationalise and 
simplify them to ensure that they are efficient and 
effective while at the same time ensuring adequate 
opportunity for public participation and environmental 
control. A fundamental review of a number of Acts, 
most importantly perhaps the Town and Country Planning 
Act, may be needed to ensure that the new environmental 
assessment provisions are in keeping with the new 
policy environment established by the Government ll 
(Blakeley, 1987). 
The three primary roles of the new Ministry for the 
Environment are advising, advocating good environmental 
management and being a neutral facilitator. These 
tasks may be hard to handle with limited staff and 
resources. But Roger Blakeley (1987), the ne\'/ Secretary 
for the Environment sees the Ministry as having "a 
unique opportunity to forge a framework for sound 
resource utilisation and environmental management that 
will be of benefit to all New Zealanders, both now and 
in its future. I am confident that an appropriate 
balance between conservation and development will be 
achieved. II 
2. The Conservation Act 1987 
"An Act to promote the conservation of New Zealand's 
natural and historic resources and for that purpose 
to establish the Department of Conservation." 
The Department of Conservation "has a limited advocacy 
role for conservation values and is manager of that 
part of the Crown estate which has primary conservation 
values" (Environmental Council, 1987). 
The Department of Conservation management role extends 
along New Zealand's 10,000 kilometres of coastline 
from the marginal strip to the 12 mile territorial 
limit. 
"Marginal strip means any land for the time being held 
under this Act for conservation purposes that lies on 
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the high side, and within 20 metres of ... Any fore-
shore,". Section 24 of the Act maintains that "Every 
marginal strip shall be held for conservation purposes, 
and subject to Sections 18 to 23 of this Act, shall 
be managed -
a. For the conservation of its natural and historic 
resources and those of the adjacent water, and 
b. Subject to the conservation of those resources so 
as to enable public access to the adjacent water". 
The Department of Conservation has set up the Coastal 
and Marine Resources Directorate which is responsible 
for the management and conservation of New Zealand's 
coastline. "The directorate is seen as a transitional 
unit for identifying management needs and incorporating 
them into the work of other directorates, so that 
coastal zone management becomes an integral part of the 
Department's management role rather than a separate 
function" (Gibb, 1982). 
To attain these goals the DOC will be looking at revising 
the Harbours Act 1950. The Harbours Act 1950 is listed 
under the second schedule of the Conservation Act, 1987, 
but all the former constraints of the Harbours Act still 
apply. "The directorate would like to see those 
sections of the (Harbours) Act which relate to the 
management of coastal resources either put into a 
separate statute or included under other existing 
legislation" (Gibb, 1987). 
Under the DOC a coastal resource inventory will be 
undertaken for each region using available information 
on coastal dynamics, marine resources and cultural 
values including those of the Maori people. The main 
motivation for this is for informed forward planning 
rather than ad hoc planning on an action and reaction 
basis. 
The directorate will have a training role for staff in 
the districts and regions carrying out the DOC coastal 
zone management responsibilities. "The directorate is 
seen as a transitional unit for identifying management 
needs and incorporating them into the work of other 
directorates, so that coastal zone management becomes 
an integral part of the Department's management role 
rather than a separate function" (Gibb, 1987). 
6.4.2 Government Reviews 
"Since July, 1984 the Labour Government has overturned 
many of the old policies under which the economy 
previously operated. New Zealand is now a less regul-
ated economy_ The Government has introduced greater 
flexibility into the economy. We continue to strive 
for a climate and conditions under which efficient 
business can develop and resources can be allocated to 
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their most productive areas" (David Caygill, Minister 
of Trade and Industry, August, 1987). 
This new deregulated economy with greater flexibility 
has resulted in a rash of reviews, policy changes, and 
new or changed Government Acts. Many of these changes 
have related to resource allocation as seen in the New 
Environment Act 1986 and the Conservation Act, 1987. 
At present two major reviews that affect mineral extra-
ction have- been published. These are the review of 
The Mining Act, 1971 by M.G. Summers leader of the 
Ministry of Energy review team (October, 1986), and 
the Review of the Town and Country Planning Act, 1977 
by A. Hearn Q.C. published by the Department of Trade 
and Industry, Wellington (1987). 
Both these reviews are comprehensive and detailed. 
The reviews inter-relate and a number of options have 
been proposed that separate or tie together the 
Mining Act 1971 and the Town and Country Planning Act 
1977. 
Hearne (1987) points out four possible options that 
are presently being discussed: 
Ita. Continue as at present with the Mining Act and/or 
the new minerals Act (should there be one) being 
treated as a separate code, not subject to the 
provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act, 
recognising that aggregates are excluded and that 
certain matters akin to town and country planning 
considerations are already taken into account 
when any objection is considered in terms of 
Section 126 of the Mining Act. 
b. Amend the Mining and/or Ninerals Act to make it 
clear it is subject to the Town and Country 
Planning Act. This would involve consequential 
amendments to the Town and Country Planning Act 
looking at it in its present form 
c. A " ... central licensing agency, in the case of 
mining this would be the Minister, and vest the 
power to grant licences for mining in local 
authorities. Local authorities would be seized 
of both the application for a licence and the 
application for planning consent and could deal 
with both in an integrated way, if not as one. 
d. Preserve the existing procedure of an applicant 
for a mining licence applying to the Minister with 
the right of objectors to have their objections 
referred to the Planning Tribunal and the Planning 
Tribunal to report with a reco~mendation to the 
Minister, but introduce a greater degree of town 
planning considerations into the matters to be 
considered by the Planning Tribunal on the 
hearing of objections". 
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At the present point in time it would appear that 
aggregates, sand, rock, gravel, limestone and clay 
would be favoured by both the Mining Act review team 
and the Hearne report to be owned by the surface land 
owner and excluded from the provisions of the Mining 
Act. This would mean mining of aggregates on freehold 
land would come under the Town and Country Planning 
Act. 
7 CASE STUDY: FITZROY BAY, 
WELLINGTON 
PART 7 CASE STUDY: FITZROY BAY, WELLINGTON 
7.1 The Coastline 
7.1.1 The Coastal Compartment 
Aggregate is extracted from the coastline at Fitzroy 
Bay on the eastern side of Wellington Harbour. The 
coastline is made up of a series of raised gravel 
beaches formed by tectonic uplift at the foot of a 
coastal cliff. The last major uplift was in 1855 and 
raised the beach approximately 2:1 metres upwards. 
Since 1855 a new gravel beach has been built up. The 
new beach face width varies from 10 metres at Eastbourne 
to 30 metres on the exposed south facing coast at the 
harbour entrance (Stevens, 1974). 
The coastal compartment of which these beaches are part 
of extends from the Orongorongo River which supplies 
the majority of sediment to Eastbourne. Most waves 
arrive on this coastline from the due south (Matthew, 
1980a) . The waves produced by southerly storms can 
reach up to 6 metres high but average round 1.5 metres 
(Matthew, 1980a). Because most wave fronts arrive from 
the south the predominant direction of longshore drift 
is to the north. Inside Wellington Harbour this north-
ward movement is opposed by the longshore drift initiated 
by short period northerly waves generated inside the 
harbour. The opposing longshore drifts cancel each 
other out at Eastbourne where sand and gravel has 
Orongorollgo Hi vel" t.he sturt of LIte coastal 
cOlllpnrtlllPlIl thnt continues north tuwarus 
EnSl.bolll-IIP. The gr"uvel that pours out nt the sen 
here makes UJI Lhe mnteriul of nIl the benches 
towards Eastbourlle 011d defines the nature of the 
entire coustline. Its importance shOUld not be 
underestimated. 
All the beaches along the coastline are gravel and 
can be very steep. The flat sea, roaring waves and 
sloping crunchy gravel beach are enclosed by steep 
sea cliffs along most of the coastal compartment. 
These coastal cliffs have largely been built on in 
the inner harbour of Wellington except for this 
section of coastline. Uere this rugged coastline 
can be worked on by the natural elements of sea, 
sand and wind. 
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accumulated forming a cuspate foreland (Matthew, 1980b). 
It is on this cuspate foreland that the township of 
Eastbourne now stands. 
7.1.2 Sediment Budget 
The Orongorongo River supplies the majority of sedinent 
to the coastal compartment in the form of gravel, sand, 
silt and clay. The Wainuiomata River supplies small 
quantities of sand and finer grades of material to the 
coastal compartment (Matthew, 1980b) "From river dis-
charge records one can deduce that sand supplied by 
these rivers is of the order of lS,OOOm 3 y-1 
,: 
(Matthevl, 1980b). 
tiThe supply of sediment by rivers is thought to be 
controlled largely by rainfall, by changes in vege-
tative cover and slope stability and by the occurrence 
of earthquakes, factors which are complex and inter-
related, making it difficult to relate any particular 
one of them to the rate of supply " (Matthew, 1980b). 
Increased sediment supply to the Orongorongo River may 
be expected to recur every four to ten years because 
of heavy rainfall. But the most significant fluctu-
ation in gravel supply is probably caused by earthquakes. 
"Earthquake-induced fluctuations, which have a return 
period of centuries and which appear to be larger than 
those caused by other events, are probably the most 
<::'100,J.yr' 
~ 
? 
? 
? 
o 2:J + 5 
1~ __ L-__ LI __ -LI __ -L' __ ~rkm 
Directions of sediment tronsport Turakirae Heod 
to Eostbourne. Approximate average rates shown 
where know. 
Source: Motthews (1980b) 
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important cause of fluctuations in the supply of gravel 
to the coast" (Matthew, 1980b). 
Since 1941 the beaches at the mouth of Lake Kohangapiripiri 
and the beach south of Pencarrow lighthouse have advanced 
at a far faster rate than between 1855 and 1941. This 
combined with a northwards moving gravel front downdrift 
of Hinds Point';: has led Matthews (l980a) and Gibb (1975) 
to speculate that the change is related to an arrival 
of earthquake induced gravel pulses. The 1840 to 1855 
earthquakes which formed the raised beaches also caused 
a number of landslides that loaded the Orongorongo River 
with gravel. This gravel has been calculated to take 
100 years to reach the coast. Once on the beach it 
would take 14 years to reach the harbour entrance 
(Matthews, 1980b). Experiments by Matthews (1980a,1980b) 
have shown that the two bays south of Pencarrow Head 
~re no longer efficient traps for gravel and accretion 
is probably now proceeding at a s lower rate or not at all. 
The longshore drift along this coastline is dependent 
on high energy storm events which are on average twice 
as common in mid winter as in summer (Matthew, 1980a) 
But as any year varies seasonal variation will be 
irregular. The longshore drift along this coastline 
is believed to be by small slugs of gravel separated 
from the main body of sediment and moved rapidly along 
shore when storms produce high energy waves (Matthew, 
This jetty used for early aggregate extraction 
at Bluff Point was still navigable till 1952. 
The advance of the shoreline caused by the north-
ward moving gravel front has made navigation 
impossible and the jetty becomes an interesting 
relic of human occupation on this deserted 
coastline. 
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Schematic representation of the mechanim of 
longshore transport near Pencarrow head during 
storm and post-storm conditions. 
Source: Matthews (1980a) 
1.7 metres (Matthews, 1980b). This advance has been 
measured from the position of the 'wetted line' on the 
beachface as seen in the successive aerial photographs. 
"In Pencarrow Bay the concrete jetty used in the 1920's 
for loading shingle from the raised beach deposits and 
navigable until 1952 is now beyond the reach of normal 
high tide waves, confirming that rapid progradation has 
occurred here" (Matthew, 1980b). 
At the end of the coastal compartment at Eastbourne on 
the cuspate foreland the general trend of that of 
aggradation but there are periods of erosion. At 
Robinson Bay on the southside of the foreland protec-
tive works have been necessary. In the 1900s a low sea 
wall and groyne field was constructed. In the early 
1950s severe erosion resulted in property damage and 
the present seawall and groyne field was constructed 
between 1956-57. 
Since 1978 erosion has occurred at the northern end of 
the groyne field where the southerly wave energy is 
concentrated by offshore topography (Matthew, 1980b). 
In contrast the northern side of the foreland has built 
out at a rate of 0.7 metres per year since 1925. 
"Vegetative changes discernible on aerial photographs 
show that this propogation has occurred at a similar 
rate for 300m to the north of Rona Bay Wharf and for 
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1980a) . 
Coarse sand and gravel makes up the majority of the 
beach sediment. Sand does occur infrequently on the 
beaches from Fitzroy Bay to Hinds Point and forms thin 
veneers on the beaches (Matthew, 1980b). 
7.1.3 Aggradation and Erosion 
Since the 1855 earthquake that raised the eastern side 
of Wellington Harbour by 2.1 metres the coastline has 
continued to change. Immediately after the earthquake 
the uplift beaches would have eroded because the sedi-
ment being carried along the coastline would be 
undernourished. The raised beaches contained the 
natural sediment of the coastline which was no longer 
available to the newly active beach. 
The increase in sediment now reaching the coastline 
because of the 1855 earthquake has allowed the new 
beaches to increase in volume, particularly where the 
beach is protected from the direct wave action by 
rocks, reefs and headlands (Matthew, 1980b). 
Since 1941 when aerial photos were taken a number of 
advances of the coastline have occurred. Two bays, 
one seaward of Lake KOhangapapiripiri and the other 
south of Pencarrow lighthouse, have seen beach aggrad-
ation between 1941 and 1969 at an average rate of 
CoaSlill erosioll at Hohillt;Ull Bay. EasLboul"lIt! iH jj 
real ttlrcilt. l.arge sums of money are SIJellt eacll 
year on protecti.ng houses along the coastline. 
The ri.prap thaL is now being placed at the toe of 
the sea walJ is unsightly but necessary if house" 
are IIell gOillg Lo I,C washed away. 
200m to the south. This represents accumulation at 
-I " a rate of 994m3 y (Matthew, 1980b). 
The advance of the coastline due to a present increased 
sediment budget could change dramatically to erosion. 
"At Pencarrow there is currently a net deficiency of 
material in the beach system due to extraction prac-
tices at Fitzroy Bay, and hence when this dificiency 
reaches Eastbourne ( could be ten years hence) there 
will likely be further problems of serious coastal 
erosion" (Arnold, 1986). The rate of erosion will be 
dependent on the amount of maeerial extracted at Fitzroy 
Bay and elsewhere in the coastal compartment. 
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7.2 The Coastal Environment 
7.2.1 An Extreme and Changing Environment 
The eastern side of the Wellington Harbour is exposed to 
the two predominant winds in Wellington the northwest 
and the southerly. Th~ coastline is wild and drenched 
with salt spray. Strong to gale force winds are not 
uncommon along this coastline. Stormy conditions are 
on average twice as common in mid winter as in the 
summer. The southerly storms that pass over this coast 
often occur without any rainfall. These strong winds 
are however loaded with salt spray that will burn and 
destroy all but the most hardy vegetation. The north-
west winds that buffet the coastline in spring and 
summer and remove all moisture from the soil and plant 
life. The plants and animals of this coastline must 
be hardy and withstand all the extremes that this coast-
line can bring. 
The tectonic movement along this coast has resulted in 
periodic uplift exposing a strip of foreshore and form-
ing a series of beaches at the seaward edge. In some 
areas along the Wellington coastline these ancient raised 
beaches have been preserved from erosion and represent 
a record of the past. Turakirae Head is the best~~le 
of raised beaches in New Zealand. It is preserved 
because it has been developed on the hard rocks forming 
the Rimutaka Range (Stevens, 1975). These raised beaches 
The Aromoana at Wellington Ileads in 1963. A classic 
photo from the Evening Post. The angle of the ship 
combined with the stern-door waterfall and foam 
streaked seas show the entrance to Wellington 
Harbour in one of its unkindly and frequent moods. 
On this coastline only the most hardy plants can 
survive. This pingao plant and Raoulia clump 
hang onto the gravel soil and even look perky 
doing it. 
not only record the time of earthquake movements but 
also show the rate of soil formation and succession in 
vegetation. 
The youngest raised beach is caused by the 1855 earth-
quake and the next oldest in 1460. The older raised 
beaches do not extend north of Baring Head. 
These have been destroyed by roading north of Pencarrow 
Head and aggregate mining in other localities (Matthews 
1980b) . 
The beach profiles inside the harbour near Eastbourne 
are lower and flatter than the steeper exposed beaches 
closer to the harbour entrance (Matthew 1980b) . The 
beaches show a sequence of storm and post storm beaches. 
During storms the strandline of the beaches recedes 
towards the land. Between storms the strandline moves 
seaward with the build up of the beach (Matthew, 1980b). 
7.2.2 Vegetation of the Coastline 
On the raised gravel beaches of the Wellington coastline 
a succession of vegetation has been formed. On the 
youngest gravel beach grow the maritime plants of the 
yellow horned poppy (Glaucium flavum) spinifex, and 
European marram. 
One of the largest populations in the Wellington 
Region of the now rare pingao plant. This 
population is now under threat from a one man 
aggre?ate extraction operation that is removing 
mater~al from the raised beach that the pingao 
grows on. 
The debris of wood and flotsam displays numerous 
storm events when the angry sea has chucked the 
ma~erial that it did not want onto the land. 
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Three areas of the native and rare pingao still exist 
along this coastline. An extensive population on the 
foredune between the Orongorongo River and Wainuiomata 
River, and two smaller relict populations at the mouths 
of Lake Kohangapiripiri and Lake Kohangatera. 
Behind the foredune in areas not disturbed by roading 
or aggregate extraction a shrub land community comprising 
Muehlenbeckia complexa, lupin (Lupinus arboreus), 
Tauhinu (Cassinia leptophylla) Muehlenbeckia australis, 
Olearia solandri and Plagianthus divaricatus. On 
disturbed areas where aggregate extraction has formed 
low level areas yellow horned poppy, shore bind weed 
(Calystegia silvatica) and vegetable sheep (Raoulia 
hookeii) are present. 
On the steep coastal cliffs a variety of grass and 
shrub land communities exist. On the less exposed cliffs 
near Eastbourne gorse (Ulex europaeus) and Ngaio 
(Myporium laetum) are dominant. On cliffs with greater 
exposure to southerly winds grassland communities 
dominate with scattered spaniard (Aciphylla squarossa), 
tauhinu, Olearia solandri and vegetable sheep. In a 
few localities tall cabbage trees (Cordyline australis) 
can still be seen from past forests. In sheltered 
areas near fresh water the karaka (Corynocarpus 
laevigatus) planted by the Maori still survives in 
small numbers. 
A mixed shrub land of lupin and a few native plants 
covers the beach at Fitzroy Bay. This vegetation 
is growing on material that is made up of fine 
gravel and sand. This Bay is therefore quite 
different from the other bays in the coastal 
compartment and a prime target for an 
aggregate extraction operation. 
l'cncarrow Iteuds sLeep eli f fs are covered i II all 
assortment of vegetation that can be I inked 
e c () 1 () g j c: a I 1 y w i L II ~I a r I I)()I" 0 II g h SOli n d s . 
The cLi[r~ dcfi.llt! the boulldary of Litis coasLl inc 
and form only n LitiJl strip of land between sea 
and cliff. The ~oastline that exists here is u thin 
corridor thot Dny disturbance by mon can create 
disastrous results 
Many plants are scarce or do not regenerate because 
of grazing pressure from sheep and rabbits. Young 
shoots are browsed or trampled and grass species are 
left to dominate the coastal cliffs and valleys. 
7.2.3 Animals of the Coastline 
The gravel beaches of the eastern side of Wellington 
Harbour present an extreme environment for animals to 
live in. But the wild and predominantly undisturbed 
nature of the coastline makes it possible for many sea 
birds to live and breed in this area. Many wading and 
sea birds are found in the regionally important lakes 
of Kohangapiripiri and Kohangatera. Swans, ducks, 
banded dotterals and bitteD! breed on these lakes. 
The coastline provides nesting areas for black backed 
gulls, blue penguins, variable oyster catchers, banded 
dotterals and white fronted terns. 
The other major animals are the introduced grazers 
that include sheep and rabbits. 
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7.3 Cultural Development. 
7.3.1 Historical Information 
The Maori had several pa sites around the Wellington 
Harbour. These include Parangerehu Pa in Fitzroy Bay 
and Te Rana Pa near Bearing Head. These pa would have 
been used in the favoured,route, around the coast, to 
~··7airarapa . 
The first European exploits along this coastline 
favoured the exposed headlands for the first beacons 
and lighthouses in to the port of Wellington. In 1842 
the first beacon consiting of a wooden pyramid on 
Pencarrow head, was erected and blown over. Two years 
later in 1844 the Government erected another beacon. 
It took till the loss of life in 1854 before a light-
house at Pencarrow Head was built. 
The first lighthouse keeper a Mr. Bennett had to suffer 
the extreme conditions of the environment plus having 
to fetch \vater half a kilometre and firewood several 
kilometres away. In heavy gales his family abandoned 
their hut for a cave dug in the hills, so rugged was 
his accommodation. 
On January 1859 a new lighthouse costing 12,500 was 
opened and run by Mr. Bennett's widow. But the accom-
modation was still rugged and the roof "laS blovm off 
~ ft MOQnq a-kura f<l 
~HQowhtllua pq 
N (10 riP a H i I {' H i n pre E \I r 0 pen II I. i JlI {! ~; n r () 1111 d I h (' 
Tn Whilllgillllli'"<I-lnril (~-h'llillgl()f1 lIi1rho!l,,). r1o~ll 
pH silt's ill Llip \vellingLoll re~ioll I ..... f»t' cO;\!iLill 
n II cI t Il(~ N no I" i P e 0 p I. (! It n (1 a c los e iI S S () c: jill i () II \ ..... i t h 
lhl' !i('il b!Jlh physiC:i1lly and spirlililily. 
~)()lIt'I'l': ~Ir(;i II (lqB'~) 
ln a gale in 18~7 (McGill, 1984). About this time 
the control of the lighthouse was passed to the Marine 
Department and up grading and repairs were carried out. 
Today the lighthouse at Pencarrow Head is automatic 
and serviced by the coastal road of the Hutt Valley 
Drainage Board. 
In 1849 the ship Inconstant drifted onto rocks near 
Pencarrow and the point was soon named Inconstant Point. 
Over twenty ships since then have been wrecked on this 
coastline. In 1981 the Pacific Charger ran aground at 
Baring Head on her maiden voyage. The gravel road 
was extended from Lake Kohangatera to Baring Head to 
help with the salvaging of this ship. 
7.3.2 Degradation of the Coastline 
Many changes have occurred to this coastline since 
human occupation. The Maori reduced the existing vege-
tation cover for cultivation and planted karaka trees. 
When Europeans arrived they introduced sheep for 
grazing and brought many areas into pasture. Today 
very little of the natural vegetation remains and sheep 
grazing stops revegetation. Gorse is colonising the 
coastal cliffs that have been burnt and will provide 
a nurse crop for shrubland species if left undisturbed. 
The freighter the Pacific Charger aground on 
rocks at Baring Head 1981. This coastline has 
seen many shipwecks and will always be 
treacherous. 
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The most dramatic human induced changes along the coast-
line have arisen over the last sixty years. An all 
weather gravel road has been built by the Butt Valley 
Drainage Board to provide access along the Butt Valley 
Sewer Pipe. The sewer pipe outlet is now placed near 
the entrance to Lake Kohangapi~ipiri locally know as 
'Sewer Bay'. The discharge of raw sewage at this point 
effects the entire coastline on the eastern side of 
the Harbour. The outfall pumps out a plume of polluted 
water as far as Baring Head or back to Inconstant Point 
depending on the tide and wind directions. 
Aggregate extraction has occurred on a spasmodic basis 
along the coastline for the past sixty years at the 
Wainuiomata River and at Fitzroy Bay. The present 
operation at Fitzroy Bay is the main extractor of aggre-
gate along this coastline and will be studied in detail 
in the following sections. 
The road along the coas~~1n~ from Eastbourne co 
Baring Head has divided the thin cirri~or of 
coastal land into cliff and gravel beach. 
The road is used by the Hutt Valley Drainage 
Board for their sewage outfall and Uorokiwi 
Quarries for aggregate extraction. Both these 
uses destroy the natural quality of this coastline. 
7.4 Aggregate Extraction at Fitzroy Bay 
7.4.1 Aggregate Extraction History 
Since the 1920's aggregate has been extracu~from the 
coastline between Fitzroy Bay and Pencarrow Head. This 
first operation extracted the sand and gravel from the 
foreshore and sand dunes of the raised beach (Matthew, 
1980b). The aggregate was transported from Pencarrow 
Bay jetty across to Wellington by barge. 
The original owners of the sheep station sold the land 
but kept the mineral title under the Fitzroy Bay Sand 
Company. The rights for mineral extraction have been 
given to Horokiwi Quarries which have been extracting 
sand from Fitzroy Bay for the past 20 years. The 
mineral title they are working with extends over an 
area from the sewer outlet south covering 'Sewer Bay' 
and the entire Fitzroy Bay (Pers.comm. Ross Baker) . 
There is at present no Mineral licence for this extra-
ction operation as it is on private land (Arnold!1986). 
There also appea~to be no planning consent. 
"Apparently no planning consent exists for the extra-
ction, although it may have some existing use rights 
under the Hutt County District Scheme" (Arnold,1986). 
Horokiwi Quarries pays royalties to Fitzroy Bay Sand 
Company for the right to extract the aggregate. The 
Fitzroy Bay aggregate extraction operation 
destroys the gravel beach and the frontal dune 
by making large holes or borrow pits behind the 
fontal dune. This operation is visually 
unattractive in a natural landscape like Fitzroy 
Bay. 
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Fitzroy Bay Sand Company then pays the Hutt Valley 
Drainage Board for the right to use its road which 
extends along the coastline. 
The aggregate that i s transported to Horokiwi Quarries 
main depot is fine to smaLl si zed sh ingle . This 
shingle is mixed with other sands to be used for 
concrete, Humes Pipes, Monotiles and basement course 
for cobblestones (Pers.comm. Ro s s Baker). The shingle 
is always mixed and is not a st ~ ndard grade. 
The cost of transportat i on from Fitzcoy Bay to the 
depot accounts for half the cost of the aggregate. 
Th e trans port cos t is t herefore equ a t,o the va 1 ue of 
the aggregate. The present operation extracts almost 
so l ely at the mouth of Lake Kohangatera and-does not 
extend further because of the cost of transporting 
the sand back to the processing plant (Pers. comm. 
Ross Baker) . 
7.4.2 Extraction, Processing, and Transportation 
To extract the fine shingle Horokiwi Quarries must 
'play wi t h the bea ch' . Th e y extract the f ' ne shingle 
that is constantly being moved by the wind and wave 
Clct-'nn AS i'l t-hin " e n e er Al n <] t h e frnn tA l n ne. By 
dig g i n g l a r ge deep p its three m~trcs or ~or e down 
behind t he storm r i d g e on the lega l side o ~ Me a n Hi qh 
Water Mark the extractors can wait for nature to 
TI ll! 1 fO ll l d ti line L oiLq J ~ es wll. 11 sLurm (!venLs 
IIlI d l il t · ri ll II Y I" n IH..' ] " ul .'iHllt l Ls Wl1!j lt c ll i~!LI ~ Lite 
hUI ' U W jI I ~ wh i_Lo l l IIt:L II ~ slo r c..q4c ur· e:JS. 
take over. 
During southerly storm events the storm ridge of the 
beach is washed away because all its support has been 
removed. The fine shingle is quickly washed into the 
borrow pits up to 60 metres in land. It may take 
several storms to wash enough shingle into the pits 
for extraction to resume. The 'wetted line' left by 
debris in these borrow pits show how fragile any 
boundary line on paper for the coastline can be. 
The extraction operation from the borrow pits and few 
remaining sand dunes is done by one man on a loader. 
The shingle is graded and washed on site. The shingle 
is graded into three types: the large rounded stones, 
smaller gravel and fine sand. At present it is only 
economical to transport the fine sand and gravel and 
the rounded stones are left on site. 
A. diesel generator pumps water from Lake Kohangatera 
and turns the screening machine. The water discharge 
is left to seep through the gravel base of the proces-
sing site. 
Transportation is by truck to the depot of Horokiwi 
Quarries and the rate of trucks using the road depends 
on the amount of aggregate being extracted. 
The wetted line on the cliff side of this borrow 
pit displays the ridiculous nature of the Mean 
"iigh Water Hurk boundary line with this type 
of extraction practice. 
The processing plant at Fitzroy Bay is not large 
1.uL llos llcen on tllis constl1nc for over 20 years. 
This permnnent structure sorts tlild washes the 
gr:!vcl. 
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7.5 Landscape Implementations 
7.5.1 Landform Destruction 
The past and present aggregate operations between 
Baring Head and Pencarrow Head have destroyed a number 
of coastal landforD features. 
The past roiscd beaches of the 1855 and 1460 ea t Quakes 
have been removed. This has ruined a valuable geolog-
ical record of ~ part of the Wellington's coastline. 
The coastline of Sewer Bay is scarred from past extra-
ction o p e r ations and a loading bay is still present and 
be re "' d i t e fut reo 
At Fitzroy Bay the landform disturbance is more extreme. 
Over the past 20 years aggregate has been extracted from 
tear a o ~ ~itzrov B ~ t f r a ant 'ties than 
in the past, as can be seen from aerial photographs. 
The large borrow pits scattered along Fitzroy Gay near 
Lake Kohangatera today did not exist in the 1960's. 
Because the Dorrm'l p its remove the material that sup?Jrts 
The storm ridge during storm events it is destroyed. 
This erodes and reJuccs the stability o f th e c an st. 
Constant extraction by this means must stop the building 
out of this coast line , The extraction operation is 
meant to b achiev i ng fron t al dun e rotcction by only 
Th Id I di g ba on t he CDdst l ne u t S ~wer Ba y 
could be used in futu r e aggre ga e extr et ion 
p ration • AI: esent it i~ an II r lgui ng 
reminder that man was here, 
A borrow pit filled with Bell wa ter B(ter storm 
l: l.! 1I (. . TllitJ iH I.I. ~ uw 1l 1i.. 19 Llu! In r gcs c [I n ti is 
cOII ~tfl nLJy helllg cxcuvntcd alld rt!filJ Ctl by gr;lv(!l 
r Llg t;L 'O!'!'!1~ . 
taking aggregate above Mean High Water Mark. This may 
be alright in theory but in practice the extraction 
operation leads to some destruction of the frontal dune 
at nearly every southerly storm event. Without extra-
ction the beach would slowly be raised above its 
present ~evel to equal that of the highest storm waves. 
7.5.2 Waste Tips 
Several waste tips exist on the site consisting of 
large rounded stones. At present this material can not 
be sold at a profit as the transportation cost would be 
too high. As the extraction at the site continues so 
do the waste tips. These large mounds of rounded stones 
produce an extreme environment which even the hardiest 
vegetable sheep can not colonise. 
Eventually the site will have to be reorganised if the 
waste tips are not to hinder the extraction operation. 
At present however the ecologically barren mounds of 
well sorted stones subdue the once hardy vegetation. 
7.5.3 Coastal Roading 
The road along the coastline serves three functions:-
the first to maintain the Pencarrow lighthouse; the 
second to maintain the Hutt Valley Drainage Boards 
Sewer pipes and outfall; the third for transportation 
The road looking nort~ the waste tips represent 
the most obvious sign of the Fitzroy aggregate 
extraction operation. The height of the wasts tips 
towers over the natural landscape. 
The waste tjps at the Fitzroy Bay aggregate 
extraction site cut into the raised beaches 
towards Lake Kohangatera and are constantly 
taking up more land. These waste tips differ 
dramatically from the natural gravel in their 
coarse texture and lack of vegetation. 
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of aggregate by Horokiwi Quarries from Fitzroy Bay to 
their depot in Horokiwi. 
The road \\-"'as probably built on the 1855 raised gravel 
beach. The road has covered this beach and reduced 
the foreshore in some bays into a pile of rubble. 
The road has split the coastline into two parts, the 
foreshore which may be left with some frontal dune, 
and the cliff face.The link between these two landforms 
has been lost by the contruction of this road. 
to reinforce-Erosion of the road in the past has led 
ment with large concrete blocks and rubble. These 
features produce an unnatural, rubbishy and neglected 
coastal landscape. 
7.5.4 Coastal Erosion 
Coastal erosion has been an ever present threat to the 
township of Eastbourne. The main area of erosion is 
at Robinson's Bay where a seawall and groyne field have 
been built to protect against further erosion. 
The Eastbourne Borough Council has an extensive stretch 
of coastline under its control. The Borough Council 
spends on average $10,000 a year on coastal erosion 
control plus $5,000 for riprap to be supplied to the 
groyne field and sea ';.vall at Robinsons Bay. 
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·R~'~id~ht~t's";~ing· •. 
,;, ' .. ,.1'" ... 1', ._.j ...... _,., 
,·The natural move· 'Jakobsson'said for' a ,.amoant of shingle that 
, ment of shingle to East-, small ~ borough the ~ "eQuId be taken .... 
bourne saves the .'r?lepayers spent a con-. : 'A long-tcrm' view 
,borough's ratepayers up ,sldcrablc amount pro-- .. shOUld be taken of the 
to $30,000,8 year, says 'tectlng Eastbourne ,effect of the mining of 
tow n c I c r k M r beaches. , shingle on &lstbourne's 
"I'm nol ';;ylng, stop, 
·minlng. I'm saying, that 
:. if you're going to. mine 
then let's look at it 
properly." 
KeilhAllan. ~ If the supply of beaches she said Cr Lawrence was to 
~~~!'~~h~ ;!Spl:C:Cl~~~~:;': >Eas:bo~rn~'~ :~'el¥ '.' :~~':: :~;I:!~t c:~n~l~ . In 30 yean East· bourne has -spent more 
than $1.5 million build· 
Ing the sea wan, sinking 
~1!"3' C~I:\nJr ~~ rr;.k~ 
groyncs to stop erosion, 
he said. 
Mayor Elaine 
. bourne would be paying lington Regional Coun- meeting today. 
'the cost for someonc eUlor. Mrs Judy Law-
else's gain. she said, renee, said the regional Everyone acknowl· 
She hoped that there council should take the edges that the shingle la 
. w a u I d bee los e r "bull by the borns" and . a resource, but it should 
monitoring of the min~ control the exlraction not be laken ut Lhe ex-
'~Y~:~~;:::l;to~~~~~~ ~~c·::~:!e and sand In t~:::es~~h~e::l~~lional 
From all available information extraction of aggregate 
at the present rate at Fitzroy Bay will eventually 
cause coastal erosion at Eastbourne. "Fitzroy Beach 
gravel extraction is causing coastal erosion problems 
downdrift of the site at Eastbourne. If problems with 
Eastbourne Beach are to be avoided extraction from the 
Fitzroy storm beach must cease." (NAvIJASCA 1987). The 
scientific data is supplied by Matthews (1980a & 1980b) 
whose research shows that gravel is transported into 
the harbour by storm events. The present influx of 
gravel will not always be present and Arnott (1986) 
suggests a deficit at Pencarrow Head is already present. 
"At Pencarrow there is currently a net deficiency of 
material in the beach system due to extraction practices 
at Fitzroy Bay, and hence when this deficiency reaches 
Eastbourne (could be ten years hence) there will likely 
be further problems of serious coastal erosion" 
(Arnott, 1986). 
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7.6 Land Use Conflicts 
7.6.1 Recreation 
The coastline is one of the main areas of passive 
recreation for the Wellington Region. The coastline 
forms an important playground between the land and the 
sea. Many areas of wild and scenic coastline have 
been tamed by roads and houses. 
The ea&ern side of Wellington Harbour from Eastbourne 
South is one of the few remaining areas of coastline 
where houses do not exist. Access to the gravel coastal 
road is limited. Entry is by locked gates and keys are 
issued by the Hutt Valley Drainage Board. This reduces 
the pressure on the coastline from vehicular traffic 
but encourages walkers and picnickers. Other activities 
include surfing, horse and bicycle riding, fishing and 
communing with nature. 
Two major obstacles exist that reduce the full enjoyment 
of the coastline. The first is the sewage which is 
pumped out at Sewer Bay, this should be secondary 
treated to reduce the obvious pollution of the coastline. 
The second is aggregate extraction. 
Aggregate extraction is reducing the recreation potential 
of this coastline by removing the fine shingle. The 
present influx of gravel has the potential to transform 
the rocky coastline north of Pencarrow Head into fine 
The visual quality of this landscape is reduced 
with large waste tips, burrow pits and permanent 
processing equipment. Fitzroy Bay should be a 
wild and scenic coastland not a heavy industrial 
waste land. 
shingle beaches. The extraction site also provides an 
obvious intrusion on an otherwise 'natural' coastline. 
7.6.2 The Natural Environment 
The i~~ediate environment within and surrounding the 
aggregate extraction site at Fitzroy Bay has been 
changed from a 'natural' rugged coastline into a con-
trolled extraction site. The first extraction operations 
in the 1920's removed the raised gravel beaches along 
the coastline. This destroyed a unique geological 
record and vegetation succession sequence. 
The extraction methods used today reduce the build up 
of the beach out towards the sea and up towards the 
height of the storm waves which crash onto this coast-
line. The beach and foredune should hold the sand for 
future storm events and act as 'shock absorbers' 
dissipating the energy of storm waves (Kirk, 1978). 
Instead the present operation uses the storm waves to 
break down the foredune and spread fine shingle for 
extraction inland into its borrow pits. 
The vegetation on the sand dunes is removed or never 
allowed to establish. This prevents stabilization of 
the sand and formation of dunes which play an import-
ant part in coastal protection. 
The view from the cliffs above the extraction 
operation at Fitzroy Bay is not a pretty site. 
The land is scared and pitted for the need of 
a few grains of sand to be used in Welling tons 
construction industry. The price of such an 
operation ~s high. 
Vegetation is removed from sand dunes at Fitzroy 
Bay to obtain fine wind blown sand not trapped 
in the borrow pits. 
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The natural processes of the coastline are controlled 
but reaction mechanisms will result in erosion at the 
point of extraction and downdrift towards Eastbourne. 
The extraction operation at Fitzroy Bay is producing 
large waste tips of rounded stones which are visually 
unattractive and impossible for plants to colonise. 
At present the waste tips are higher than the natural 
raised sand dunes and will probably continue to 
increase in size. 
Water must be used to wash the aggregate of impurities. 
The only two major sources of fresh water along this 
coastline are found in the regionally important Lakes 
of Kohangapiripiri and Kohangatera. Therefore any 
extraction and processing plant will be placed at the 
mouths of these lakes. The coastline forms a pluq 
that retains these lakes. This makes the two lakes 
very sensitive to any coastal alteration. The change 
of the mouths of the lakes caused by aggregate extra-
ction have at present not been regarded as a threat. 
But any lowering of the sediment budget travelling 
along the coast combined with the present rate of 
extraction could cause major problems to these lakes. 
7.6.3 Urban Development 
The sediment budget along the coastline has increased 
since 1941 and resulted in rapid accretion at Fitzroy 
Bay and northwards towards Eastbourne. The surge of 
sediment has not reached the eroding coastline of 
Robinson Bay at Eastbourne but when it does a build 
up of sediment should occur. This could enable the 
existing groyne field to be partially removed (Fletcher 
1984). The amount of sediment supplied to this coast-
line will fluctuate. A deficiency has already been 
reported downdrift of Fitzroy Bay due to aggregate 
extraction (Arnold, 1986). 
The data presented by Matthews (1980a & 1980b) shows 
that the present increased sediment budget along. this 
coastline can not be Gxpected to remain at this rate. 
If future erosion at Robinson Bay in Eastbourne is 
to be stopped aggregate extraction along the entire 
coastal compartment (Orongorongo River to Eastbourne) 
and from the Orongorongo River must be stopped or 
severely reduced. 
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7.7 Aggregate Extraction in the Wellington Region 
7.7.1 Mineral Resources in the Wellington Region 
Two comprehensive reports have been published on 
mineral resources in the Wellington Region. The first 
by Ward et al (1978) concentrates on obtaining, collating, 
and interpretating information on mineral resources 
within the Wellington Region to assist the Wellington 
Regional Planning Authority and the Wellington 
Regional Water Board in developing regional policies. 
The second report by CALNIG (1986) is prepared in con-
juction with the central and lower North Island 
catchment authorities to produce a gravel resource 
management plan that indicates areas of naturally 
agrading rivers which would benefit from extraction 
for river control purposes. 
Both reports concentrate on aggregate extraction, the 
dominant mineral extracted in the Wellington Region. 
In 1978 the total growth of aggregate extracted in 
the Wellington Region was foreseen to increase but 
from fe"ver extraction sites. The number of extraction 
sites was decreasing because of amalgamation due to 
tighter operational controls and more stringent stan-
dards for the mineral products produced. In 1978 
approximately 15% of the aggregate in the Wellington 
Region was imported by road from Horowhenua and the 
Wairarapa. The major component of imported aggregate 
was rounded shingle (12-20mm diameter) used in concrete 
aggregate (Ward et ale 1978). 
7.7.2 Relationship to the Orongorongo 
Eastbourne Coastal Compartment 
River -
Both reports predict a major shortfall of small sized 
aggregate in the Wellington Region coming from either 
the Orongorongo River or the Orongorongo River 
Eastbourne coastal compartment. IIrrhe largest resource 
of shingle occurs in the lower reaches of the 
Orongorongo River and in the raised beaches from the 
north of the Orongorongo River west past Wainuiomata 
River. Expansion of its rate of production is limited 
by the 20km of class II road linking it to the arterial 
route to the major markets. Increased production 
from the Wainuiomata Coast can meet the river aggregate 
shortfall with the least environmental objection, 
subject to satisfactory transport arrangements" (Ward 
et ale 1978). 
The CALNIG report also took a similar vievlpoint "the 
Orongorongo River is the most aggraded river in the 
Wellington Region and has a very extensive untapp~d 
source of partly rounded gravels" (CALNIG, 1986). 
These statements fail to take into account the total 
system of the Orongorongo River and its relationship 
E'xtraction 
wo,rni~es: 
,'c'ou'neil 
The Wainuiomata . The main ~cas~p Cor the' I\Fi~ihl.~l·had :cre4tc~' a 
; Illvcr has changed I'brcak WAS ,c,ontinulng ~cDus,eway :uid Jagoon. 
course and broken .~~~gl:C:l~~:~l~~n·n::t~r~:i· .~:~~~ t~l~~~r~~t c~S;lC::::i 
, through to the sea, main· . (rom a dune and '8 flood in (c"om wllhin the buCCer zo'.lo 
ly ~ause or shingle ex· August. catchment engi. set ~y lhe Planning Tribun· 
traction nearby_ nl.'<'r Dill Arnold said. ' ' . al. , ' . 
Ii'lrlh Indu:ilrlcs have all The operation was the "We have guldel1(lc1. 1 
subject oC an appeal In don't sec why an operator 
the rights to extract in the 1983 to t.he Planning Trlb- . should thumb their qOSC& at I ::::d~l ~~~ ~~~ O~l~l~l~a:! unnl, which laid down con· tbcm," . ' 
He lonal Council 1, con- dlUons.. . Mr Arnold )laid higl\ d&-
it b 1 However Cr Judy Law- Olund for !kind {or concrete 
('crned a out ts opera- renee Jald ):esterday all o( 'made the, area directly be-
UOtul. '. '. ~.' . ,"" .,' ~ ';' .. \oJ ~;_ hind the dunc$ more al-
Councillors wen~ tOhJ those C90~IUof\S hqd\bccn .' , lractlve lhan remuving 
yesterday t~e .extracUoQ brea:cbeq~ .. \rb.~ ... rca wa~,: gravel furlher back. , 
had been a worr'y {or sornt; impor«ant' for recreaUon 
lime but had come to the and the shingle cXfr~cUon C t I 
(ore ag.in when llie river should ,~~t .con!\ict wltll,." . on ro 
brOke through to .th~ sea tha~,' .. .' T 
late last year.'.. . " Wltllc' Mr A~nold s. re- Cr Lawrence said: "In-
dustry Cl..'qulrcs the materi-
al quickly lor buUding ;md 
- J:.~lrth·s nrc hellbent on gt·t· 
. Ling it out before anyone 
. gets down there and no-
liccs.·· 
:,' " port sold '!he : rlyer . had 
Remo'val' . gone ba~k'lo.ilS normal , . course., Cr ~awrcncc 
. The break 'Is several kll- claimed It wast still going 
: ometres (rom where the through the brook on Sun~ 
mouth of the river ~urs day night. .., 
naturally. • Cr Lawrence also suid To try and sontro1 the 
situation. the council l~ 
going to ask Hull County to 
monitor the operation 
,more closely and emmr~ 
the conditions arc com-. 
plied with, 
It Is also going to teU . 
Firth's any interference 
with the river require .. 
council npllrov~1 and that 
they must provide the 
council with plans of their' 
current and future opeE:i\- _ 
1Ion5. 
Finally. slaf( have bt.-en 
asked how the Soil Con-
servation Act could be used 
to monilor extraction oC 
shingie on the south coost, 
Cr Lawrence thought ~ 
Firth may hOlve committed 
an oHence undcr tilat Act. 
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to the Orongorongo River - Eastbourne coastal compart-
ment. It is impossible to extract any amount of 
aggregate, large or small, from the Orongorongo River 
without having an effect on the sediment budget of 
the Orongorongo River - Eastbourne coastal compartment. 
The Orongorongo River is the major source of sediment 
supply for the entire coastal compartment. 
However both Ward et al (1978) and CALNIG (1986) see 
extraction sites along the coastline as problems. 
"A further three sites exist wi-thin uplifted beach 
gravels and at river mouths near Wainuiomata on the 
south eastern coast. These later sources are of 
concern in regard to the environment and stability of 
the coast on a number of counts" (CALNIG 1986). 
The whole river-coastal system must be assessed to 
make sure adequate controls are placed on aggregate 
extraction. This means both the Orongorongo River 
and the Orongorongo River - Eastbourne Coastal 
Compartment. 
7.8 Controls on Extraction 
7.8.1 Orongorongo River - Eastbourne Coastal 
Compartment 
At present the only controls placed on extraction along 
the coastline are through the Hutt County District 
Scheme, as all extraction operations are above Mean 
High Water Mark. The Fitzroy Bay operation does not 
appear even to have this planning consent and only 
operates on a historic existing use right (Arnold,1986). 
The two other extraction operations along the coastline 
between the Orongorongo River and the Wainuiomata River 
are operating under current approvals. 
As what happens at these extraction sites affects not 
only the Hutt County but also the Eastbourne Borough 
Council, it is up to the Wellington Regional Council to 
look at possible controls for this coastline. 
Apart from the District Schemes the Wellington Regional 
Council has two other methods of control (Arnold, 1986). 
1. Regional Council Bylaws. At present the Wellington 
Regional Council bylaws cover water courses and 
extraction from them but do not relate to general 
extraction except where this is likely to cause 
erosion directly. This would appear to provide 
adequate management controls for the aggregate 
resource of the Orongorongo River - Eastbourne 
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coastline. However Arnold (1986) says that 
"the bylaws could be used but would require 
changing and extension to provide a realistic 
means of control. This is not a favoured option 
at this stage." 
2. Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Amendment 
Act 1959, Section 34 under the control of the 
Wellington Regional Council. This would require 
any extraction operation to obtain a permit with 
appropriate conditions and enforcement procedures. 
This however would probably only relate to the 
immediate environment and current erosion problem 
and not to the long term management of the coast-
line as a whole (Arnold, 1986). 
But "A section 34 notice applied to the whole of 
the Orongorongo catchment and coastal area from 
the top of the adjacent bluff to the mean low 
water line extending to Eastbourne Borough and 
then along the beach front to Days Bay would be 
appropriate to control shingle and sand extraction 
and other activities likely to cause soil erosion" 
(Arnold, 1986). 
7.8.2 Further Studies 
The option proposed by the Wellington Regional Council 
is for further study. 
"While a lot of work has been done by Water and Soil 
Division MMD and others, particularly during the 70's, 
to identify actual coastal movement from Pencarrow to 
Eastbourne, considerably more work is necessary in the 
following areas: 
a. Determine the rate of supply of material from the 
Orongorongo Rivers and factors affecting it. 
b. Complete the coastal studies of material movement 
from the Orongorongo to Eastbourne, to identify 
potential material for extraction (if any) and the 
methods/control appropriate for that extraction. 
c. Investigate immediate and long term effects and the 
options, for the Eastbourne area as far as this is 
influenced by this study. 
d. To study the extensive resources of gravel and 
sand on the coastal platform, behind the foredune, 
its value to the region and its end use. 
e. To take into account the requirements (and possibly 
make input to) the Regional Scheme from the Water 
and Soil point of view in respect of the coastline. 
f. To take into account recreational considerations. 
g. Any other aspects identified as important during 
the study" (Arnold, 1986). 
While it is commendable that the Wellington Regional 
Council has initiated this study, present management 
requirements of this coastline are left unresolved. 
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The study will take two years to complete and as yet 
has not started. The long term management of this 
coastline with or without aggregate extraction can not 
rely on short term studies but must have a Regional 
Based policy with continued monitoring. 
7.8.3 Conclusion 
The aggregate extracted from the Orongorongo River and 
Orongorongo River - Eastbourne coastline represents a 
major part of the total aggregate extracted in the 
Wellington Region. It is economically viable to extract 
because the aggregate is made up of fine shingle which 
is a scarce resource in the Wellington Region. 
However, the cost of extracting this aggregate is high 
to the environment around and downdrift of the extra-
ction site, to the users of coastline and finally to 
the residents of Robinson Bay in Eastbourne. The study 
initiated by the Wellington Regional Council should 
produce firm policy guidelines for the management of 
this coastline that result in some action taking place. 
But the current data available on the Fitzroy Bay 
extraction site should put this operation in doubt. 
It is an extremely harmful and destructive way of 
extracting aggregate by borrow pits that cause the 
breaking of the storm ridge during southerly storm 
events. 
The Wellington Regional Council has admitted that 
there lS no formal planning consent for this operation 
(Arnold, 1986). Planning consent should be sought for 
at least then objectors to the extraction operation 
would have a right to oppose the present operation. 
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8 CONCLUSION 
PART 8 CONCLUSION 
8.1 Design guidelines for Coastal Aggregate Extraction 
8.1.1 Know Your Coastline 
Adequate information must be collected and considered 
when any development takes place alone the coastline. 
This is a dynamic system. The coastline is in a 
delicate state of balance. 
The boundary between the sea and land does fluctuate. 
Coastline boundaries should not be legally based on 
the Mean High Water Mark but on other more accurate 
landward markers that are specific to each case. 
Changes along the coastline can be very dramatic. 
What's here today may be gone tomorrow. Or coastline 
changes can be subtle. The shape of the sand dunes 
can change with vegetation and climatic alterations. 
Aggregate extraction from harbours, offshore, fore-
shore and sand dunes remove material from the coastal 
system. The coastline will attempt to replenish it 
and reach a new state of equilibrium. This means if 
aggregate is extracted from one place the system will 
take it away from somewhere else. On coastlines that 
are actively eroding, aggregate extraction will 
increase the erosion problem. On coastlines that are 
stable, aggregate extraction can cause erosion 
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problems. On coastlines with past erosion problems, 
aggregate extraction may produce another erosional 
event. 
8.1.2 Know Your Aggregate Resource 
Regional and local authorities need to know their 
aggregate resources. Regional and inter-regional 
studies must take place on the aggregate resource 
and be constantly updated. 
With this knowledge regional and local authorities 
will be able to plan where aggregate extraction can 
and can not take place. 
Planning consent for aggregate extraction must include 
restoration or rehabilitation of the site and any 
affected areas. This includes erosion downdrift of 
the site of extraction caused by the aggregate 
extraction operation. Restoration or rehabilitation 
must be an ongoing concern and not a one-off final 
clean up operation. 
8.1.3 Coastal Aggregate Cheap? 
At present the financial cost of coastal aggregate 
extraction to the operator is minimal. In some areas 
this is the main reason for exploiting this resource. 
However the cost of landscape destruction and land-
use destruction is not cheap. Small aggregate extra-
ction operations can and do destroy our coastline. 
A large number of cases around New Zealand's coast-
line exist where erosion has resulted because of 
aggregate extraction. This coastal erosion due to 
aggregate extraction often threatens urban development. 
The extraction of coastal aggregate then becomes very 
expensive to the property owner with an eroding 
coastline. 
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8.1.4 Changes Needed 
Every coastline that is made up of sand and gravel 
should not be seen as a cheap and easily available 
source of aggregate. In the past and at present this 
attitude has led to devastating erosional events and 
landscape destruction. 
A change is needed in how we view the coastline that 
surrounds New Zealand. The coastline is used and 
valued by many people who rate highly the natural 
rugged quality of this landscape. This landscape 
quality is destroyed with aggregate extraction. 
Aggregate is widely available from other sources 
including open pits and hard rock quarries. These 
sources should represent the bulk of our aggregate 
supply_ It is much easier to rehabilitate an open 
pit than it is to restore an eroding coastline. 
The coastline needs protection through adequate legis-
lation and a concerned population. This is the only 
way that the natural quality of the coastal landscape 
will be retained. To preserve this natural character 
further all coastal aggregate extraction must be 
stopped. 
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